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Science molds and influences the lives of every living thing.
Until recent years, however, the area of science in the elementary
school had been greatly neglected by many teachers, curriculum
planners, and school systems. There were many teachers who did not
teach science in the self-contained classroom. Others attempted to
teach science on an incidental basis. There were some who felt
that science was too difficult, and they were unprepared to teach
this subject. As a result of these conditions, the elementary
science program suffered tremendously.
Innovations that were made during the space age caused curri¬
culum planners to re-evaluate the elementary science curriculum.
Educators became aware of the impact that science has on a changing
society. Furthermore, more emphasis is now being placed on science
and mathematics in the elementary school.^ One outstanding
innovation is that foundations have been organized along with such
projects as the "Talent Scout." In addition, teachers and pupils
^Richard J. Miller, Education in a Changing Society (Washington,
D. C.; National Education Association, 1964), p. 27.
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have been introduced to newer philosophies, approaches, and methods
of teaching science. The scientific base and the complex tech¬
nology of modern society make it impossible to teach science on an
incidental basis. Science has become an integral part of the
lives of all individuals, and the advances in technology have
changed our lives completely. There are new modes of transporta¬
tion, new means of communication, and even new forms of
entertainment.^ It is therefore imperative that all citizens in
a democracy attain minimum literacy in the natural and physical
sciences and in mathematics. They need to do so, if they are to
understand the natural and social world in which they live and to
grasp implications of public policy decisions. Such decisions
involve technological problems in industrial automation or the
control and use of nuclear energy. While the elementary schools
cannot and should not attempt to produce scientists, they can help
2
young people explore their interests in scientific fields.
Much of our guidance for what to teach comes from the broad
field of science itself. Although there are many different
specialties within the field, scientists have shown time and again
that their knowledge is "all of a piece." It has become increasingly
necessary for different specialists to work together in solving
problems. Moreover, scientists have developed generalizations,
^Ibid., p. 31.
^Dorothy M. Fraser, Deciding What To Teach G^ashington, D. C.;
National Education Association, 1963), p. 109.
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which are interrelated and cut across traditional subject matter
lines.^
Within this scientific framework, science teachers need to be
aware of the problems that face boys and girls today. They should
be able to identify the exceptional child, and to understand the
forces that influence his behavior and his achievement. Teachers
of science should be cognizant of the techniques of discovery, inquiry,
and the methods used by scientists in solving problems. Educators
and researchers are continually trying and testing new approaches for
use in the elementary schools. Science like most areas of
elementary instruction, is now being measured in terms of pupil
progress and achievement. If science is to be evaluated at all,
educators must think not only of the achievement of the pupils, but
they must also think of other factors which tend to enhance or
influence this achievement.
"If we begin with the h3T)othesis that any subject can be
taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to any child
at any stage of development . . . this is a bold hypothesis; no
evidence exists to contradict it, but considerable evidence is
being amassed that support it."^
^Peter C. Gega, Science in Elementary Education (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 5.
2
Educational Policies Commission, "The Central Purpose of
American Education," National Education Association, Washington,
D. C., 1961, p. 12.
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To be able to construct, then, an elementary school science
curriculum which would satisfy a scientist, educators must ask
themselves what science is, and how it can be measured in terms of
pupil progress and achievement. The dictionary states that science
is knowledge. In the pursuit of knowledge, problems must be
recognized and clearly stated; observations must be made and
experiments done which yield data about the problem. Hypotheses
about the solution of the problem must be formulated and tested.^
How can the foregoing statements be related to the actual
programs that exist in our schools today? Are pupils actually
learning how to formulate hypotheses and draw conclusions based on
their findings? These are questions which cannot be answered readily.
At all levels of our educational hierarchy, increasing attention is
being paid to issues concerning the learner and the learning process.
At every stage, there is a need for new solutions to present
2
challenges to education.
The most important tool available to men in science is mathe¬
matics. The science of numbers through the ages has presented
attraction and great difficulties to the minds of men. Throughout
the long history of mankind, enthusiastic mathematical minds have
spent an exorbitant amount of time with speculation about, and con¬
templation of, number properties. The implications seem clear
^John W. Renner, "A Case for Inquiry," Science and Children.
No. 6 (March, 1967), p. 35.
^Ibid.
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that we must give pupils abundant opportunity to investigate the phy¬
sical world, which consists of geometrical objects; help them to
explore form, position, size, and shape in the reality of physical
objects.^
Edward Victor states that a constant correlation can be made
between science and the language arts, especially in the area of
reading. Learning to read, write, and talk about science are merely
language arts activities with special anphasis upon science. The
work in science helps to reinforce the work of the language arts
2
program.
Are the pupils who are sophisticated in science as equally
sophisticated in arithmetic and reading? Who are the pupils who
achieve high in science? Is this achievement consistent with their
achievement in other areas? Do the high achievers in science
naturally achieve in this area because of superior intelligence?
The writer felt that in addition to the above questions, a similar
question concerning school attendance should have been raised.
Through extensive research the writer hoped that some of the
problems of this area would be resolved.
^Nicholas J. Vigilante, "Geometry for Elementary Children,"
The Arithmetic Teacher. XEV, No. 6 (October, 1967), p. 68.
2
Edward Victor, Science for the Elementary Schools (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1965), p. 12.
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Evolution of the Problem
Even before the first man-made satellite was launched,
scientists and science teachers had begun to evaluate science
courses while searching for meaning in science education. With
this in mind, an analysis of the pupils of science is necessary if
science teachers are to fully understand the products related to
their teaching.
The problem evolved from an observation made by the writer,
wherein it was noted that many pupils in the seventh grade scored
on or above their grade level in reading and arithmetic, but scored
below their level in science as measured by standardized achievement
tests. Other pupils scored high in science but low in reading and
arithmetic. The writer also observed that some pupils with high
intelligence quotients achieved below their grade level in science.
This caused the writer to become interested in finding out if there
was some relationship between achievement in science and intelligence,
achievement in science and reading, achievement in science and arith¬
metic, and achievement in science and school attendance.
Contribution to Educational Research
The writer believed that this study would be of value to
elementary school teachers. It should be especially helpful to
teachers in the area of science. The writer felt, also, that this
study may be used as an invaluable reference in planning programs
and experiences suited to meet the individual needs of pupils in
the area of science. The more that is known about the achievement
7
of pupils and their abilities, the better educators can provide
programs to meet the needs of the pupils.
Furthermore, it was hoped that the writer would be able to
present a reliable basis for determining the forces which tend to
enhance achievement, and to point out the characteristics of the
learner which will make the high achievers in science more recog¬
nizable at an early age.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study was to determine the
relationship, if any, between achievement in science and intel¬
ligence, arithmetic, reading, and the school attendance of seventh
grade pupils as indicated by their performance on standardized
tests and an analysis of school attendance records.
Purposes of the Study
The specific purposes of this study were:
1. To determine the relationship, if any, between the
level of intelligence and the level of achievement
in science.
2. To determine the relationship, if any, between the
level of achievement in science and the level of
achievement in reading.
3. To determine the relationship, if any, between the
level of achievement in science and the level of
achievement in arithmetic.
4. To determine the relationship, if any, between the
level of achievement in science and school
attendance.
5. To derive from the findings warranted conclusions,
implications, and recommendations which may lead to
a better instructional program in science.
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Definition of Terms
For this study, the following terms were defined:
1. "Intelligence"--the ability to learn or understand
as measured by the California Short-Form Test of
Mental Maturity.^
2. "Level of Achievement"--the level of accomplish¬
ment as measured by the use of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test. Form Am, Advanced Battery,^
Limitations of the Study
The limitations of this study were as follows:
1. The study was restricted to a small population.
2, The findings of this study rested solely on the
pupils' performances on standardized tests and
their attendance records. No attempt was made to
ascertain the teachers* evaluations of the pupils.
Locale and Period of the Study
This study was conducted at an elementary school located on the
westside of Metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia, in the spring of 1968.
The community in which the school is located has changed from a once
"stable" community to one that is quite "transitory."
Subjects and Materials
The subjects involved in this study were selected from the
total population of the three seventh grade classes, at an elemen¬
tary school in the city of Atlanta, Georgia. The entire population
^Elizabeth T. Sullivan, et al.. California Short-Form Test of
Mental Maturity. Elementary (Los Angeles: California Test Bureau,
1950).
9
Walter N. Durost, et al.. Metropolitan Achievement Test.
Form Am Advanced Battery (New York: World Book Company, Revised, 1963).
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of 108 pupils was included. The following instruments were used in
this study:
1. The California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity. Level 3,
which consists of seven tests, was used in this study.
These tests sample various kinds of mental processes to
establish the level and rate of mental development.
The seven tests contribute scores in four factors:
(a) logical reasoning, (b) numerical reasoning, (c) ver¬
bal concepts, and (d) memory. Within these factors the
seven tests units are grouped into two sections,
language and non-language, that differentiate in general
responses to stimuli that are essentially nonverbal or
pictorial.
2. The Metropolitan Achievement Test. Form Am, Advanced
Battery, was administered to the pupils. The test is
comprised of coordinated series of measures of achieve¬
ment in the important skill and content areas of the
elementary curriculum. It provides for the analysis
of pupil achievement and provides dependable data for
evaluation of pupil growth. The test includes ten
subject areas, but, the writer was only concerned with
the science, reading, and arithmetic phases of the
test. The test items in reading are divided into two
groups, word knowledge and reading. The items in the
arithmetic test deal specifically with arithmetic com¬
putation and arithmetic problem solving.
3. Pupils' permanent record folders which remain at the
school throughout the tenure of the pupils were used
to determine the percentage of attendance for each
pupil.
Method of Research
The Descriptive Survey Method of research, using standardized
tests and an analysis of the attendance records of the subjects, was
used in this study.
Research Procedure
The data necessary for the development of this study were
gathered, organized, interpreted, and presented through the following
10
procedural steps;
1. Permission was secured from the proper authorities
to conduct the study.
2. The thesis outline was prepared and presented at
seminar, spring 1968.
3. The literature pertinent to this study was reviewed,
and presented in this final thesis copy.
4. Standardized achievement and intelligence tests were
administered to the subjects for the purpose of
gathering data.
5. The data were gathered, analyzed, and treated
according to the purposes outlined in the study.
Survey of Related Literature
While surveying the literature related to this problem, the
writer found several studies that are directly related. However,
studies related to elementary school science did not appear in
large numbers until the beginning of 1960, Since that time,
studies related to elementary school science have occupied a
slightly larger proportion of the total research effort in science
education. Among the reasons for this shift in emphasis is the
fact that science is accorded a place in virtually all elementary
school curriculums.
Most authorities seem to feel that there is a positive cor¬
relation between science and intelligence. Gladys Jenkins believes
that pupil achievement is closely related to intelligence and that
intelligence tests yield a score that, in most cases, correlates
11
closely with academic achievement, providing interfering factors
are not present.^
Watson states, in reviewing research on teaching science, that
research on the relations between the behavior of science teachers
and other variables such as pupil behavior, is meager. The reason
for this scarcity seems to stem from two factors: the persistent
focus upon knowledge in the sense of ability to recall, and the
orientation of those few individuals who mi^t be in a position to
conduct such research. Watson criticizes research in science
achievement by expressing this view;
Most of the research involving pupil behavior has
utilized pupil gain on achievement tests as the sole or
primary description of changed pupil behavior. Such
tests have been concerned mainly with recall and recog¬
nition behaviors and with application of principles to
what Nedelsky called 'academic problems' similar to
those used during class instruction. Actually these
tests explore only a small portion of the cognitive
domain and disregard the effective and psychomotor
domains
Many investigations have been made correlating intelligence
with proficiency in various academic fields, and many have been
interested in reading as it relates to other curriculum areas.
Atkins believes, however, that studies of how science is learned
and science achievement are most effectively conducted with
^Gladys Jenkins, Helping Children Reach Their Potentials
(Atlanta: Scott-Foresman Company, 1961), p. 38.
2
Fletcher G. Watson, "Research on Teaching Science,"
Handbook of Research on Teaching, ed. N. L. Gage (Chicago: Rand
McNally and Company, 1963), p. 1031.
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young children.^
Do young people achieve in science because of superior intel¬
ligence? Most authorities agree that there is a positive relation¬
ship between achievement in science and intellectual abilities or
potentials. Many authorities have attempted to define intelligence
over a long period of time. !rhere are still wide differences of
opinions among psychologists as to the nature of intelligence. The
writer feels that some of these theories should be mentioned here.
One noted scholar, Edward L. Thorndike thinks that intelli¬
gence is the ability to succeed in intellectual tasks, and that
this ability should be measured by making an inventory from a fair
sampling of these tasks. Furthermore, these tasks should be
arranged in levels of intellectual difficulty thereby observing
how many the intellect in question succeeds in and the length of
time required.
Stoddard defines intelligence as the ability to undertake
activities that are characterized by the following: (1) difficulty,
(2) complexity, (3) abstractness, (4) economy, (5) adaptiveness to
a goal, and (6) the emergenence of originals. Not only is intelli¬
gence the ability to undertake these activities, but it is also the
ability to maintain such activities under conditions that demand a
^J. Mynan Atkin, "Science in the Elementary School," Review
of Educational Research. XXXtV, No. 3 (June, 1964), p. 38.
^E. L. Thorndike, The Measurement of Intelligence (New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1927), p. 412.
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concentration of energy and a resistance to emotional forces.
John E. Dobbins states the following about intelligence:
The position from which I view intellect, for example
can be described in five parts. I believe: (1) that
intellect is developed rather than inherited; (2) that
it grows out of a small collection of biological
reflexes which are pretty standard equipment among
human infants everywhere; (3) that it grows as a con¬
sequence of interaction between the individual's
developing intellect and his environment; (4) in a
process composed simultaneously as assimi.ation of
environment by the intellect and accommodation of the
intellect to the environment; (5) if steps in the
assimilation and accommodation processes are very small
and somehow related to what is already in the
intellect.^
This definition of intelligence is drawn largely from hypo¬
theses advanced by Jean Piaget of Switzerland, and modified by
others in this country.
Thorndike insists that there are several "kinds" of intelli
gence which can be clearly distinguished. After forty years of
study, Thorndike set apart three kinds of intelligence: abstract
intelligence, mechanical intelligence, and social intelligence.
Following this theory, other researchers have shown a marked ten-
O
dency to discriminate between three kinds of intelligence.
^George D. Stoddard, The Meaning of Intelligence (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1943), p. 4.
^John E. Dobbins, "Some Observational Techniques for Appraising
Development," New York Project (January, 1966).
^E. L. Thorndike, Human Nature and the Social Order (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1940), p. 57.
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Cole and Bruce describe effective intelligence as more than
verbal intelligence. These authors believe that there are three
major factors constituting effective intelligence: psychological
factors, social factors, and emotional factors. All of these are
closely related and bound together.^
Among the latest theories of intelligence is the one advanced
by Guilford in which he divides intelligent behavior into three
classifications or aspects: operations, products, and content.
These aspects involve convergent and divergent thinking, memory,
2
relations, and transformations.
In regards to science achievement. Swan asks this question:
"What do we accomplish and how do we test pupil achievement in
elementary school science?" In this study. Swan sought to answer
this question among others in a doctoral study wherein the answers
of a group of Montana Sixth Graders on the Metropolitan Advanced
Science Test were analyzed. Significant differences were found in
the performances of various groups in the categories of pupils. It
was further concluded that forms of science achievement are not
highly related as previously contended. The study pointed out
that teachers usually know what children should accomplish in
^Lawrence E. Cole and William F. Bruce, Educational Psychology
(New York: World Book Company, 1958), p. 124.
9
J. P. Guilford, "The Structure of Intellect," Psychological
Bulletin. LIII (1956), pp. 267-293.
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reading or in other areas, but no specific goals have been set in
science.^
The main objective of Swan's study was to measure cognitive
achievement. The results showed differences on various aspects of
the science achievement tests. No differences were found in the
2achievement scores of pupils from separate school districts.
Scott conducted a study to find out whether a relationship
exists between intelligence scores and gain in reading, arithmetic,
social studies, and science achievement. Scott also attempted to
find out if a gain in reading is related to the other areas. All of
the obtained correlations were low, but positive, except for the
small negative correlation between intelligence scores and gain in
science. The correlations between reading and gain in science was
also very low.^
Scott, in a follow-up to the previous study, found again that
all the correlations were low. The correlations between intelligence
and gain in science were again negative. In order to find the
relationship existing between gain in reading tests and gains in
^Malcomb Swan, "Science in the Grades," Montana Education
(February, 1967), p. 26.
^Ibid.. p. 29.
^Connie M. Scott, "The Relationship Between Intelligence
Quotients and Gain in Reading Achievement With Arithmetic
Reasoning, Social Studies, and Science," The Journal of Educa¬
tional Research. LVI, No. 6 (February, 1963), p. 322.
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the subtests, partial correlations were computed with the effect of
the intelligence scores held constant.^
The partial correlations showed that both intelligence and gain
in reading proficiency are related to gains in the other curriculum
areas as measured by the achievement test. Scott conclusively dis¬
closes that gain in reading is related to some areas and seems to
2have no relationship in others.
Clark conducted a study which summarized the data which appear
in the California Achievement Tests and the California Test of
Mental Maturity, various levels, which make possible the adjustment
of achievement norms to the mental ability of class or grade
3groups.-*
One important point made by Clark is that numerous studies have
shown positive correlations of the achievement of individuals in the
basic skills with mental ability. These correlations, when corrected
for normal range, are ordinarily in the vicinity of .70 which is
properly interpreted to mean 50 percent of the variance, or common
element is accounted for. This study established a basis for com¬
parison of median achievement to be expected of class groups on grades
^Connie M. Scott, "Intelligence and Gain in Reading as Related
to Gains in the Sub-'Tests of the Stanford Achievement Test," The
Journal of Educational Research. LVI, No. 9 (May-June, 1963), p. 495.
^Ibid.. p. 498.
%illis W. Clark, "Evaluating School Achievement in Basic
Skills in Relation to Mental Ability," The Journal of Educational
Research. XLVI (November, 1952), p. 179.
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with varying levels of mental ability expressed as intelligence
quotients.^
In a study by Roberts, the tested differences and correlations
in school achievement of a group of regular and non-regular attenders
in grades four through seven were revealed. The data on The Cali¬
fornia Test of Mental Maturity showed no significant differences
between regular and non-regular attenders as far as mental age was
concerned. There was no significant difference in reading for the
regular and non-regular attenders. On the total battery, the grade
placement for the non-regular group was found to be considerably
O
lower than the regular attenders.
Broeck investigated the effect of reading and demonstrations
on pupils' scientific understanding. Three groups were formed:
(1) one to read and discuss, (2) one to observe demonstrations, but
not to read, and (3) one to both read and observe demonstrations.
Analysis of variance showed that performances on the final achieve¬
ment test were nearly the same for all three groups.^
Kahn investigated the use of current events as a medium for
influencing attitudes toward science. It was concluded that the
^Ibid.. p. 181.
^Mattie Rice Roberts, "The Tested Differences and Correlations
in the School Achievement of a Group of Regular and Non-Regular At¬
tenders in Warren County Schools, Georgia," (unpublished Master's
thesis, Atlanta University, 1965).
^C. H. Broeck, "The Relative Efficiency of Reading and Demon¬
stration Method of Instruction in Developing Science Understanding,"
Science Education. XL (1956), pp. 92-97.
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experimental group, which was matched to the control group, scored
significantly higher on tests than the group which received no
special training. More than four months later, after no further
training, the pupils with low reading ability, did better on
science tests than those with high reading scores, but who had not
been exposed to training.^
Anderson used four subscales of the California Achievement
Test and the two major subscales of the California Test of Mental
Maturity to predict language and non-language achievement. The
sample consisted of 199 sixth grade pupils who were fairly average
in achievement and intelligence.
The results of this study revealed that the language factor
was consistently the better of the California Test of Mental
Maturity predictions. All of the achievement test variables cor¬
relate very well with this criterion variable.^
Another important study was that of Gerald S. Lesser. Lesser
attempted to construct an instrument that would aid in the early
identification of scientifically gifted children. The specific
hypothesis tested was that a test, especially constructed to
^P. Kahn, "An Experimental Study to Determine the Effects of
a Selected Procedure for Teaching Scientific Attitudes to Seventh
and Eighth Grade Boys Through the Use of Current Events in Science,"
Science Education. XLVI (1962), p. 115.
^Harry E. Anderson, Jr., "A Study of Language and Non-
Language Achievement," Educational and Psychological Measurement.
XXI, No. 4 (1961), p. 1037.
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predict the achievement in gifted children in a third-grade science
class, would yield a significant positive correlation with the com¬
posite of scores in science achievement tests administered from
three to nine months later.^
The correlations of the aptitude test and the science Achieve¬
ment test scores were very high. These extremely high correlations,
however, might have been attributed to overlapping in the two tests
2
that were used.
Gannaway studied the relationship of past and present levels
of achievement and intelligence. The findings in this study led to
the conclusion that a positive relationship exists between achieve¬
ment and mental maturity for grades three through five. The pupils
scoring high in achievement tended to score high in mental maturity.^
Gordon found no significant differences between the levels of
intelligence and general achievement of seventh grade pupils of
Screven County, Georgia.^
^Gerald S. Lesser, et al., "The Identification of Gifted Ele¬
mentary Children With Exceptional Scientific Talent," Education and
Psychological Measurement. XXII, No. 2 (1962), pp. 349-363.
^Ibid.
Margaret Juanita Gannaway, "Relationship of Past and Present
Achievement Tests Performances of Fifth Grade Pupils to Their
Present Levels of Intelligence," (unpublished Master's thesis.
School of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1957).
^arye Elizabeth Gordon, "The Intelligence and Scholastic
Achievement of Seventh Grade Pupils in the Negro Schools of Screven
County, Georgia" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1957).
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Hill, in a study similar to Gannaway's found positive correla'
tions between achievement in science and intelligence. Although
many of the pupils were performing below their grade level,, the
group was considered to be homogeneous.^
Finally, Smith correlated intelligence and measured achieve¬
ment in arithmetic skills. At the fifth grade level, there existed
a high positive correlation between intelligence and arithmetic
reasoning, a "moderate" positive correlation between reasoning and
computation.
This study also revealed a "low" positive correlation between
arithmetic reasoning and intelligence at the sixth grade level.
The obtained "t" was found to be insignificant, and, therefore,
there was no significant differences in the relationship between
intelligence and arithmetic reasoning for the two groups.^
^Jennie Lee Hill, "The Relationship of Past and Present Achieve¬
ment Test Performance of a Group of Sixth Grade Pupils in Relations
to Their Present Intelligence" (unpublished Master’s thesis. School
of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1960).
2
Rosebud Smith, Jr., "Correlations Between Intelligence and
Measured Achievement in Arithmetic Computational Skills and Arithme¬
tic Reasoning Skills of Two Groups of Pupils in Irwin County,
Georgia," (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education, Atlanta
University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1959).
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Source and Organization of Data
The data gathered from tests administered to 108 seventh grade
pupils were statistically treated and presented in this chapter.
The tables of the compiled data are presented for clarity and compre¬
hensiveness of interpretation.
The instruments for securing the data were:
1. The California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity.
2. The Metropolitan Achievement Test.
3. Pupils' Permanent Record Folders.
The subjects were chosen on the basis of their being the 108
members from the seventh grade sections during the second semester
of the 1967-1968 school year.
The following statistical measures were used in accordance
with the purposes of the study.
1. The mean was the measure used in order to determine
the group average for each test given and school
attendance.
2. The median was used to indicate the point in the
distribution above and below which fifty per cent
of the classes lie.
21
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3. The standard deviation and the tange were used to
give a knowledge of the total spread of scores.
4. The "t" ratio was used to test the significance of
the various "r's" at the .01 level of confidence.
5. Per cent was used to indicate how many pupils were
scoring about, below, and within the mean class
interval.
6. The Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation
was used to determine whether there were any
relationships between the selected variables.
The data derived from the administration of the two tests and
an analysis of the attendance records are organized around a total
of eleven tables and are presented as follows;
1. There is one table which will present the basic
data on the"intelligence level" of the subjects
in the seventh grade. The one table will pre¬
sent the frequency distribution of the scores
obtained by the group of subjects together with
the measures of central tendency, variability,
and reliability.
2. There are three tables which will present the basic
data on the "achievement levels" of the subjects
in the seventh grade as measured by a standardized
test. The three tables will present the frequency
distribution of the scores obtained by the subjects
in science, reading, and arithmetic, together with
measures of central tendency, variability, and
reliability.
3. There is one table which will present the basic
data on the "school attendance" of the subjects
in the seventh grade.
4. There are four tables which will present the basic
data on the coefficients of correlations related to
the paired variables.
5. There are two summarizing tables which include the
data presented in this chapter of the research.
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The criteria of reliability of the statistics on the paired
variables of the data were;
1. Coefficients of correlation and "t” radios signifi¬
cant at the one-per cent level of confidence.
2. Fisher's "t" with 108 degrees of freedom at the
one-per cent level of confidence with a value of
2.623.
Results of Performances on the California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
The data from the California Short-Form Test of Mental Matur-
iiz, as revealed by scores obtained by the 108 seventh grade
subjects, are presented in Table 1, page 24, and discussed in the
paragraphs that follow:
Results of the intelligence test.--The data on the total
scores for the seventh grade subjects on the intelligence test indi¬
cated a low of 50 and a high of 128; a mean score of 85.33 and a
standard deviation of 15.76. The standard error of the mean was 1.5.
Forty-three or 39.9 per cent scored above the mean class interval,
9 or 8.3 per cent, scored within the mean class interval, 56 or
51.1 per cent scored below the mean class interval.
In observing the standard deviation, there was a wide range
of scores in the intelligence test results. This seems to have
indicated considerable heterogeneity in the distribution and would
tend to decrease the confidence that could be placed on the
representativeness of the sampling.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE SCORES OBTAINED BY THE
ONE HUNDRED EIGHT SUBJECTS ON THE CALIFORNIA
SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
Scores Number Per Cent
125 - 129 2 1.9
120 - 124 0 0.0
115 - 119 2 1.9
110 - 114 4 3.7
105 - 109 5 4.5
100 - 104 7 6.5
95 - 99 9 8.3
90 - 94 14 13.0
85 - 89 9 8.3
80 - 84 16 14.8
75 - 79 13 12.1
70 - 74 8 7.4
65 - 69 9 8.3
60 - 64 7 6.5
55 - 59 1 .9
50 - 54 2 1.9










Results of Performances on The Metropolitan
Achievement Tests of Science, Reading,
and Arithmetic
The data obtained by the 108 seventh grade subjects on The
Metropolitan Achievement Tests of Science, Reading and Arithmetic
are presented in Tables 2, 3, and 4, pages 26, 28, and 29 re¬
spectively and are discussed in the paragraphs which follow:
Results of the science test.--The data of the subjects' per¬
formances on the science test indicated a range in scores from a
low of 3.0 to a high of 10.0; with a mean score of 5.33, a median
score of 5.18, a standard deviation of 1.28, and a standard error
of the mean of .124. Forty two or 39.9 per cent of the subjects
scored above the class interval of the mean, 23 or 21.3 per cent
scored below the mean class interval. The grade placement at the
time of testing was 7,5 which showed a difference of 2.2. This
indicated that the subjects were 2.2 grades below their expectancy.
The standard deviation of 1,28 and the standard error of .124
indicated considerable homogeneity in the distribution of scores.
Results of the reading test.--The data of the subjects' per¬
formance on the reading test indicated a range in scores from a
low of 3.0 to a high of 10.0; with a mean score of 4.87, a median
score of 4.42, a standard deviation of 1.58, and a standard error
of the mean of J.52. Forty three or 40.7 per cent, scored above the
mean class interval, 9 or 8.3 per cent scored within the mean
class interval, and 36 or 33 per cent scored below the mean
class interval. The grade placement at the time of testing was 7.5
with a difference of 2.6. The subjects were considered to be
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FRCM SCORES OBTAINED BY THE
ONE HUNDRED EIGHT SUBJECTS ON THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN SCIENCE
Scores Number Per Cent
10.0 - 10.4 1 0.9
9.5 - 9.9 0 0.0
9.0 - 9.4 0 0.0
8.5 - 8.9 1 0.9
8.0 - 8.4 1 0.9
7.5 - 7.9 7 6.5
7.0 - 7.4 4 3.7
6.5 - 6.9 3 2.8
6.0 - 6.4 7 6.5
5.5 - 5.9 18 16.7
5.0 - 5.4 23 21.3
4.5 - 4.9 15 13.9
4.0 - 4.4 18 16.7
3.5 - 3.9 6 5.6
3.0 - 3.4 4 3.7










2.6 grades below their expectancy.
The standard deviation of 1.58 and the standard error of .152
indicated considerable homogeneity in the distribution.
Results of the arithmetic test.--The data of the subjects'
performances on the arithmetic test indicated a range in scores from
a low of 4.1 to a high of 8.0; with a mean score of 5.81, a median
score of 5.70, a standard deviation of .84, and a standard error of
the mean of .80. Forty four or 40.7 per cent, of the subjects
scored above the class interval of the mean, 20 or 18.5 per cent,
scored within the class interval of the mean, and 44 or 40.7 per
cent, scored below the class interval of the mean. The grade
placement at the time of testing was 7.5 which showed a difference
of 1.7. This indicated that the subjects were 1.7 grades below
their expectancy.
The standard deviation of .84 and the standard error of
.80 indicated considerable homogeneity in the distribution of
scores.
Results of the Analysis of the
School Attendance Records
The data obtained for the 108 seventh grade subjects from the
permanent record folders are presented in Table 5, page 30
and are discussed in the following paragraphs:
Results of the school attendance analysis.—The data from the
subjects' permanent record folders on attendance indicated a range
in the percentages from a low of 35 per cent to a high of 100 per
cent. The mean per cent was 90; with a median of 93, a standard
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM SCORES OBTAINED BY THE
ONE HUNDRED EIGHT SUBJECTS ON THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN READING
Scores Number Per Cent
10.0 - 10.4 1 0.9
9.5 - 9.9 1 0.9
9.0 - 9.4 0 0.0
8.5 - 8.9 3 2.8
8.0 - 8.4 0 0.0
7.5 - 7.9 2 1.9
7.0 - 7.4 4 3.7
6.5 - 6.9 7 6.5
6.0 - 6.4 9 8.3
5.5 - 5.9 5 4.5
5.0 - 5.4 12 11.1
4.5 - 4.9 9 8.3
4.0 - 4.4 19 17.6
3.5 - 3.9 15 13.9












SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM SCORES OBTAINED BY THE
ONE HUNDRED EIGHT SUBJECTS ON THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN ARITHMETIC
Scores Number Per Cent
8.0 - 8.4 1 0.9
7.5 - 7.9 3 2.8
7.0 - 7.4 9 8.3
6.5 - 6.9 9 8.3
6.0 - 6.4 22 20.4
5.5 - 5.9 20 18.5
5.0 - 5.4 31 28.7
4.5 - 4.9 10 9.3
4.0 - 4.4 3 2.8
N = 108 100.0
Range 5 S.D. .84




SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM COMPUTING THE PERCENTAGES
OF ATTENDANCE OF THE ONE HUNDRED EIGHT SUBJECTS
TAKEN FROM SCHOOL ATTENDANCE RECORDS
Percentages Number Per Cent
100 - 104 1 0.9
95 - 99 42 38.9
90 - 94 30 27.8
85 - 89 15 13.9
80 - 84 7 6.5
75 - 79 8 7.4
70 - 74 0 0.0
65 - 69 3 2.8
60 - 64 0 0.0
55 - 59 1 0.9
50 - 54 0 0.0
45 - 49 0 0.0
40 - 44 0 0.0
35 39 1 0.0
Range 66 S.D. 9.63
Mean 90 S.E. .93
Median 93
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error of the mean of .93. Forty three or 39.99 per cent, fell above
the class interval of the mean, 30 or 27.8 per cent, fell within the
class interval of the mean, and 35 or 32.4 per cent of the subjects
fell below the class interval of the mean.
The standard deviation of 9.63 and the standard error of .93 in¬
dicated considerable heterogeneity in the distribution of the per¬
centages of attendance.
Summary of the Intelligence Tests, Achievement
Tests, and Analysis of Attendance
A summary of the performances of the 108 subjects on the four
standardized tests is shown in Table 6. Also shown is the analysis
of the attendance records. The subjects were found to be, on an
average, at least two grades below their expectancy according to the
norms for the achievement tests. The school attendance was relatively
high with the most of the subjects attending school 90 per cent of
the time over a period of seven years.
TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF THE SPECIFIC MEASURES BASED ON THE TESTS
PERFORMANCES OF THE ONE HUNDRED EIGHT SUBJECTS ON
THE CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY,
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, AND SCHOOL ATTEND¬
ANCE RECORDS
Variable Range M. Mdn. S.D. S.E.
Intelligence 79 85 84 5.76 1.5
Science Achievement 8 5.3 5.2 1.28 .124
Reading Achievement 8 4.9 4.4 1.58 .152
Arithmetic Achievement 5 5.8 5.7 .84 .08
School Attendance 66 90% 93% 9.63% .93
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Relationship Between Science Achievement and
Intelligence, Reading Achievement, Arith¬
metic Achievement, and School
Attendance
The data from the California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity, the Metropolitan Achievement Test, and the school
attendance records were used to determine the coefficients of cor¬
relations in Tables 7 through 10. The data from these tables are
discussed in the paragraphs that follow:
The relationship between science and intelligence.--The
obtained "r" for science indicated a significant and substantial
relationship between the two variables. When this value was
checked in the table of significance, it was found to be far above
the value of "r," .246, required at the .01 level of confidence
with 108 degrees of freedom.
When the reliability of the coefficient of correlation was
tested, a calculated "t" value of 7.25 was obtained. This result
indicated a significant relationship, and when checked in the table
of significance, it was found to be far above the value of "t,"
2.623, required at the .01 level of confidence with 108 degrees
of freedom. The results of this interpretation are presented in
Table 7, page 33.
The relationship between science and reading.--The obtained
"r" for science and reading was .813. This value indicated a signi¬
ficant and substantial relationship between these two variables.
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TABLE 7
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTELLIGENCE AND ACHIEVEMENT
IN SCIENCE AS INDICATED BY THE CALIFORNIA
SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY AND
THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
ic **
Variables ii^ii II ^11
Intelligence as related to
Science Achievement .696 7.25
*An "r" of .246 is required at the .01 level of confidence.
‘J^tr
A "t" of 2.623 is required at the .01 level of confidence.
When this value was checked in the table of significance, it was
found to be far above the value of "r," .246, required at the .01
level of confidence with 108 degrees of freedom.
When the reliability of the coefficient of correlation was
tested, a calculated "t" value of 8.47 was obtained. This result
indicated a significant relationship, and when checked in the
table of significance, it was found to be far above the value of
"t," 2.623, required at the .01 level of confidence with 108
degrees of freedom. This interpretation is presented in Table
8, page 34.
The relationship between science and arithmetic.--The
obtained "r" for science and arithmetic was .604. This value
indicated significant and substantial relationship between the
two variables. When this value was checked in the table of signi¬
ficance, it was found to be far above the value of "r," .246,II
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT AND




Reading Achievement .813 8.47
*"r" of .246 is required at the .01 level of confidence.
**A "t" of 2.623 is required at the .01 level of confidence.
required at the .01 level of confidence with 108 degrees of freedom.
When the reliability of the coefficient of correlation was
tested, a calculated "t" value of 7.25 was obtained. This result
Indicated a significant relationship, and when checked in the table
of significance, it was found to be far above the value of "t,"
2.623, required at the .01 level of confidence with 108 degrees of
freedom. The results of this interpretation are presented in Table
9.
TABLE 9
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT AND




Arithmetic Achievement .604 6.29
*An "r" of .246 is










The relationship between science and school attendance.--The
obtained "r" for science and school attendance was .109. This
value indicated an insignificant relationship between the two
variables. When this value was checked in the table of significance,
it was found to be below the value of "r," .246, required at the .01
level of confidence with 108 degrees of freedom.
When the reliability of the coefficient of correlation was
tested, a calculated "t" value of 1.135 was obtained. This result
indicated an insignificant relationship, for when checked in the
table of significance, it was found to be below the value of "t,"
2.623, required at the .01 level of confidence with 108 degrees of
freedom. The results of this interpretation are presented in Table 10.
TABLE 10
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT AND
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AS INDICATED BY THE




School Attendance .109 1.135
An "r" of .246 is required at the .01 level of confidence.
A "t” of 2.623 is required at the .01 level of confidence.
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Summary of the Correlations Between Science
Achievement and Intelligence, Reading,
Arithmetic, and School Attendance
The data of the coefficients of correlation obtained by the
108 subjects based on the California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity. Metropolitan Achievement Tests, and school attendance
records are summarized from Table 7 through Table 10 and presented
TABLE 11
SUMMARY OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATIONS ON
THE DATA OBTAINED BY THE ONE HUNDRED EIGHT
SUBJECTS ON THE CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM
TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY, METROPOLITAN















*An "r" of .246 is required at









Recapitulation of the Theoretical
Basis of the Problem
Science in the elementary school has become an important force
in shaping the attitudes, interests, and aspirations of boys and
girls today. Educators have become more conscious of the scientific
needs of pupils in the elementary school. In recent years, teachers
and pupiis have been introduced to newer concepts in teaching and
learning science.
As a result of industrial automation, our schools are faced
with the difficult task of educating pupils to live in a society
that may be quite different by the time they have become adults. But,
in order to fulfill the goals of education, it is imperative that
all citizens in a democratic society attain at least minimum literacy
in science.
To fulfill this objective, educators must be able to construct
an elementary science curriculum that will teach individuals to
recognize problems, formulate hypotheses about the problem, and draw
conclusions based on their findings.
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One important tool available to the scientist is mathematics.
The science of numbers has presented challenges to scholars through
the ages. We must therefore give pupils an opportunity to investi¬
gate the physical world through science and mathematics.
The present problem evolved from an observation made by the
writer wherein it was noted that many pupils in the seventh grade
scored on or above their grade level in some areas but below their
grade level in other areas. The writer also observed that many
pupils with high ability achieved below grade level in science.
The writer became interested in finding out if there was some
relationship between science and intelligence, reading, arithmetic,
and school attenders; since in many instances low achievement seemed
to be the result of poor attendance.
It was believed by the writer that this study would be of
value to all elementary science teachers, curriculum planners, and
other researchers.
The specific purposes of the study were:
1. To determine the relationship, if any, between the
level of intelligence and the level of achievement
in science.
2. To determine the relationship, if any, between the
level of achievement in science and the level of
achievement in reading.
3. To determine the relationship between the level of
achievement in science and the level of achievement
in arithmetic.
4. To determine the relationship, if any, between the
level of achievement in science and school attenders.
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5. To derive from the findings warranted conclusions,
implications, and recommendations which may lead
to a better instructional program in science.
Locale and Research Design
This study was conducted in an elementary school located on the
west side of Metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia in the spring of 1968, The
subjects involved in the study comprised 108 seventh grade pupils
in the school.
The Descriptive Survey Method of research was used in this
study using the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity and
the Metropolitan Achievement Test as the basic instrument.
Summary of the Related Literature
While surveying the literature related to this problem the
writer found several studies that are directly related. Some
authorities believe, however, that studies related to elementary
school science have increased since the beginning of 1960.
Many authorities seem to feel that there is a positive cor¬
relation between achievement and intelligence. Other authorities,
such as Watson,^ contend that most of the research in science
achievement is based primarily on the pupil's ability to recall
and involve problems similar to those in the classroom. Jenkins
further states that pupil achievement is closely related to in¬
telligence, and that intelligence tests yield a score that in most
'atson, loc. cit.
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cases is closely related to achievement.
Many investigations have been made correlating intelligence
with proficiency in various academic fields. Atkins believes,
however, that studies of how science is learned are most effec¬
tively conducted with young children.^
Several psychologists and noted scholars have attempted to
define intelligence. Most of them seem to agree that there are
kinds of intelligence, A summary of these theories is listed
below;
1. Thorndike--intelligence is the ability to suc¬
ceed in intellectual tasks. There are kinds of
intelligence.^
2. Stoddard--intelligence is the ability to under¬
take activities characterized by difficulty,
complexity, abstractness, economy, adaptiveness
to a goal, and the emergence of originals.^
3. Dobbins--(1) intellect is developed rather than
inherited; (2) that it grows of a small col¬
lection of reflexes; (3) that it grows as a
result of interactions in the environment;
(4) a process composed of assimilation of accom¬
modations between intellect and environment.^








^Cole and Bruce, loc. cit.
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5. Guilford--intelligence is divided into aspects such
as operations, products and content.^
Swan attempted to measure cognitive achievement in science
in a study with sixth graders. Significant differences were found
in the performances of various groups and in the categories of
pupils. It was concluded that forms of science achievement are
2
not highly related as previously contended.
Scott found low, but positive correlations while pairing
reading achievement with other areas of the curriculum. A small
positive correlation was found to exist between science and reading.^
Broeck investigated the effects of reading and demonstrations
on pupils' scientific understanding. Analysis of variance showed
that the final achievement scores were the same for all groups.^
Kahn found significant differences in science achievement
scores of pupils who had special training in reading.^
Clark stated that numerous studies have shown positive cor¬
relations between the achievement of individuals in the basic skills
with mental ability. Clark established a basis for comparison of








Roberts found no significant difference between regular and
non-regular attenders. However, a few studies have shown that
training in reading does have some effect on achievement in
science.^
Other studies showed positive correlations between mental
maturity and science achievement. Gannaway found a positive rela¬
tionship in grades three through five.^ Lesser found an extremely
high correlation between an aptitude test and the achievement test
O
in science months later.
Much of the literature reviewed seemed to indicate positive
relationship between science achievement and intelligence. Some
found a relationship between science achievement and reading. How¬
ever, some psychologists do not hesitate to say that intelligence
tests measure the results of learning and that no sharp distinction
can be made between intelligence and attainment.
Summary of the Findings
The data gathered from tests administered to 108 seventh grade
pupils were compiled and statistically treated and presented in
Chapter II. A summary taken from the eleven tables is presented
as follows:
1. Results of the pupils' performance on the Cali¬






revealed that the total group scored below the
normal range of intelligence as determined by the
norm of the population upon which the test was
standardized.
(a) The median I. Q. was found to be 83.87
which is considered slightly below
normal.
(b) Grade placement at the time of testing
was 7.5.
2. In the area of achievement levels as revealed by
standardized tests scores, it was found that the
obtained grade placement was below average for
seventh grade pupils.
(a) A mean of 5.33 in science was obtained.
(b) A mean of 4.9 in reading was obtained.
(c) A mean of 5.8 in arithmetic was obtained.
(d) Grade placement at the time of testing
was 7.5.
3. In the area of attendance as revealed by the pupils'
attendance records, it was found most of the pupils
attended school 90 per cent of the time. This per¬
centage was considered average for this particular
school, based on the yearly average daily attendance.
(a) A mean of 90 per cent was obtained.
(b) A median of 93 per cent was obtained.
In general, there were significant relationships indicated be¬
tween science achievement and the other variables with one exception.
1. An "r" value of .696 and a "t" of 7.25 indicated a
significant and moderate relationship between
science and intelligence.
2. An "r" value of .813 and a "t" of 8.47 indicated a
significant and substantial relationship between
science and reading.
3. An "r" value of .604 and a "t" of 6.291 indicated
a significant and moderate relationship between
science and arithmetic.
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4. An "r" value of .109 and a "t" of 1.135 indicated
an insignificant relationship between science and
school attendance.
The findings of this study show positive correlations between
science and intelligence, reading, and arithmetic. The significance
is that the pupils who tend to score high in science also score high
in reading and arithmetic. The pupils who with low ability scored
low on the various achievement tests. The spread of the percentages
of attendance was quite wide, however, the insignificant relation¬
ship between science and attendance showed that pupils do not achieve
as a result of high attendance in school.
Conclusions
1. The low ratings on the standardized tests indicated
a need for improvement in the areas measured.
2. The relationship between the level of intelligence
and the level of achievement in science was
moderate and led to the conclusion that one could
predict, within reasonable limits, the level of
achievement to be expected in view of a given
intelligence.
3. The relationship between the level of achievement
in science and reading was substantial and led to
the conclusion that reading ability has fair pre¬
dictive value in ascertaining achievement in
science for the subjects used in this study.
4. The relationship between the level of achievement in
science and arithmetic was moderate and led to the
conclusion that one could fairly predict the level of
achievement of either of the two variables, given the
other variable,
5. The relationship between the level of achievement in
science and school attendance was negative and led
to the conclusion that one could not predict the
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level of achievement in science based on school
attendance, or vice versa.
Implications
1. In view of the relatively high positive corre¬
lation between science and reading, it appears
that the science program in the elementary
school is verbal orientated rather than labora¬
tory orientated.
2. That the present science program in the elementary
school is inadequate since the majority of the pu¬
pils are below grade level.
3. There appears to be a definite need for a re-evaluation
of the present science curriculum concerning teaching
techniques, materials, and facilities.
4. It is implied that the programs in science, reading,
and arithmetic will have to be designed to include
the pupils which appear to have low mental abilities.
It appears that the majority of these pupils are not
being reached.
5. That science should be taught on a more conceptual
basis seeking assistance from the other subject
areas as reading and arithmetic.
Recommendations
1. That the elementary science programs be laboratory
orientated rather than verbal orientated.
2. That a well defined science program be initiated
with emphasis being placed on experimentation, ob¬
servation, reporting, and reading.
3. That materials in the science program be designed
to account for individual differences. Materials
for the slow learners or underachievers should be
provided on every grade level.
4. That educators and researchers continue to investi¬
gate the area of science in the elementary schools
placing more emphasis on the effective domain.
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In taking this test you will show
how well you think and what you do
when you face new problems. No one
is expected to do the whole test
correctly, but you should answer as
many items as you can. Work as fast
as you can without making mistakes.
Do not write or mark on this test booklet
unless told to do so b\ the examiner.
PUBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU
TEST 1
DIRECTIONS: In each row there is one picture that shows something which is







))))) > DIRECTIONS: The first three pictures in each row are of things which are alike
in some way. Decide how they are alike and then find the picture to the right of
the dotted line that is most like them and mark its number.
PAGE 3 /SF-3-63
I 1 2 3 4





DIRECTIONS: In each row, the first picture is related to the second. The third
picture goes with one of the four pictures to the right of the second dotted line in
the same way. Find the related picture and mark its number.
PAGE 4 /SF-3-63
TEST 4
DIRECTIONS: Each problem tells you that a certain number of coins will add
up to a certain amount of money. You are to find the correct number of coins of
each kind — cents, nickels, dimes, quarters, and half-dollars. Four possible answers
are found beneath each problem. These refer to combinations of coins at the bot¬
tom of this page from which to select the correct answer. Work the problem men¬
tally and find the letter of the answer you get among those at the bottom of the
page.









(46.) 5 coins — 18 cents (54.) 7 coins — 98 cents
n o p q 11 o p q
(47.) 3 coins — 20 cents (55.) 5 coins — 38 cents
e f g h n o p q
(48.) 3 coins — 70 cents (56.) 3 coins — 35 cents
e f g h e f g h
(49.) 3 coins — $1.05 (57.) 7 coins — 63 cents
f g h i n o p q
(50.) 7 coins — 20 cents 'S' (58.) 4 coins — 86 cents
a b c d r s t u
(51.) 5 coins — 17 cents ,7\v' (59.) 5 coins — 67 cents
j k 1 m j k 1 m
(52.) 4 coins — 76 cents (60.) 5 coins — 37 cents
t u V w j k 1 m
ANSWERS
Half- Half-
Cents Nickels Dimes Quarters Dollars Cents Nickels Dimes Quarters Dollars
a 6 — — 1 2 1 1 — 1
b 5 — — 1 m 2 3 — — —
c 5 1 1 n 3
— 1 1 —
d 5 1 _
o 3 1 1 — —
p 3 2 2
e — 2 — 1 —
q 3 2 1 1
f — 2 1 — —
r 1 3
g - — 2 — 1
s 1 2 2
h — 1 — 1 1 t 1 2 1
i — 1 — — 2 u 1 — 1 1 1
j 2 — 2 1 — V 1 1 1 1 —





> DIRECTIONS: Work these problems. Use scratch paper if necessary. Mark the
letter of each correct answer.
E. If you earned $5.00 and spent








How many pieces of candy can you





62. Large envelopes that sell for 3y
each can be had for 30<* a dozen.
How much is saved when they are
bought by the dozen?
" lO’^
“O’*
63. There are 20 girls in the Sunday
school class. Every week each girl
gives 5<t‘ to go toward a fund for
needy families. How much will all





On a map, New York City and
Chicago are 8 inches apart, while
the actual distance is 720 miles.
How many inches separate Chicago
and Los Angeles on the map if they






65. Balls which usually sold for 65c
were sold for a short time for 25f
less. Erank bought a ball at the
lower price and gave the clerk 50C






66. How many 1-inch cubes can be
placed in a box 5 inches long,





67. If you had 20 words in spelling and
were marked 90 per cent, how many





68. On a road map each inch repre¬
sents 20 miles. How many miles











70. What is the number which, if mul¬








DIRECTIONS: Mark the number of the word that means the same or about
the same as the first word.
F blossom ' tree ^ vine[ ^ flower '' garden -
71. amaze ' agree
1
^ betray
^ surprise ^ contrary L





73. confess ' retreat 2 . 'admit
^ refer '' adamant




75. acquire ' agree ^ conduct
^ obtain ^ conflict
76. ample ' plentiful 'season
^ alive ^ autumn
77. fugitive ' fetter ^ accident
^ saddle * runaway
78. diminish ' obtain 'repeat
^ reduce * plentiful





80. tarnish blacken ^ frighten
^ lament '' torment
81. detect ' remove ^ discover
^ overtake apply
82. confusion ' disorder 'worry





84. copy ' plagiarize
^ refuse * deed





86. prophecy ' suggestion ^ task
^ substance '* prediction
87. utilize 'harmonize ^identify
use invite
88. corrode ' collect ^ disintegrate
^applaud ^ blame
89. oppress ' promise ^ imitate
^ crowd * burden
90. liberal ' lonely ^ generous
^ learned ^real
91. obstinate 'saucy ^satisfactory










94. dejected ' slow ^ disheartened
^ weighty * destroyed
95. dexterity ' safety ^ advantage
^affection ‘'skill
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TEST 7
!>)) DIRECTIONS: Read the following items. Mark the number or letter of each
correct answer according to the story.





* international relations.96.The buffalo hunter had left his
wagon
^ behind the knoll.
^at the nearest town.
^several miles back on the
prairie.
*back at his eamp.
97. The buffalo hunter
^ ignored the Indians.
^frowned at the sight of the
buffalo.
^was sorry he did not have his
rifle.
^smiled at the sight of the
buffalo.
98. Behind the buffalo h unter’s
wagon, scattered out across the
prairie,
*
was a great herd of antelope,
^was a whole tribe of Indians,
^were hundreds of rotting buf¬
falo carcasses.
^were many rotting buffalo
hides.99.Sometimes the buffalo hunter
wondered if
* the buffalo might become scarce
one day.
^he should not find a new job.
^ there were too many buffalo.
^ there were enough buffalo.






101. The lumberjack’s ax was

































107. The farmer sold his cows because
he
^
was tired of taking care of them.
^ wanted to put his whole farm
under cultivation.
^ did not like cows.
^felt they were getting old and
their milk production would
soon fall off.
1 08. In some places, where it had never
been plowed before, the sod was
^ thick and tough.
^ thick hut plow ed easily.
^
not very thick.
^ neither thick nor tough.109.The story about the factory man¬





110. The factory manager had a waste
problem caused by
^
a reduction of plant facilities,
^lack of a disposal system,
^careless workers.
"‘expanding plant facilities.
111. The factory manager did not want
to build a new disposal system
because it was
‘ hard to do.




112.The factory manager’s solution to
the problem was to
‘ pipe the waste into a septic tank
which would then empty into
the river.
^pipe the waste into a settling
tank.
^ pipe the waste directly into the
river.
"‘huild a sewage disposal system.
lid. The factory manager was proud
because he had saved
‘ himself thousands of dollars.
^ the factory owner thousands of
dollars.
^ the city thousands of dollars,
^the country thousands of dol¬
lars.114.Each of the men discussed in the
stories was doing the country a
‘ disservice from which it has not
yet recovered.
^disservice from which it has
only recently recovered.
^ service, in that they were help¬
ing the country to grow.
* service, in that they were setting
a pattern for future generations.115.Today, some species of our wild¬
life population have increased,
but this will not bring back the
great herds of buffalo, the thou¬
sands of whooping cranes, or the
great
‘ flocks of passenger pigeons.
^ communities of ground squir¬
rels.
^ herds of whitetail deer,









TEST 7 (Continued)117.Programs aimed at ending wind-
caused erosion have not succeeded
completely, and water erosion
' carries away small amounts of
topsoil every year.
^ while not serious, is a problem.
^
can be ignored, as it causes little
damage.
^carries away buge amounts of
topsoil every year.118.Water pollution has




119.The story about the buffalo hunter




1860’s.120.The title of the story read to you
a while ago was
' “Who is Responsible for Con¬
servation?”
^ “Conservation and You.”
^ “Four Stories about Conserva¬
tion.”
* “Conservation — A National Re¬
sponsibility.”
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*Unles5 otherwise indicated, national norms appropriate for examinee's chronological age are used.
^ N'A'?'
60 60
‘99 ^99 99 *"99 " 99 "■99 99
0 j
70 ^ ^70 .4 H70 4 470 4 ^70 4 470 .4 470
60 H i-60 i 460 i 460 4 460 4 460 i 460
i i i ? =
jO - . 50
40 4 i-40 4 ^40 4 440 -! -40 i ;-40 4 i-40
30 ^ “30 ‘i “30 '-6 ;-30 *4 ^30 ^ “30 'i 430
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Years Months Total Mos.
f Intellectual Status Index; see Manual. ^Must be obfomed from table in Manual.








































SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET EDITION
TO THE PUPIL
The tests in this booklet are to help you and
your teacher find out how well you are doing
your school work. In each test some of the ques¬
tions are very easy and some are hard. Very
few pupils can answer all the questions cor¬
rectly. Listen carefully to the instructions and
do the best you can.
'iHir iftr
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TEST 1 [Word Knowledge
DIRECTIONS
In each of the exercises below read the beginning part of the sentence,
paying particular attention to the underlined word in heavy black
letters. Choose the word which best completes the sentence. Then
on the separate answer sheet, fill in the space under the letter of the
word you have chosen. Study the sample below. The right answer
has been marked for you on the answer sheet.
SAMPLE A shrub is a.. .[a] tree [b] vine [c] bush [d] branch [e] shrug
1 Portable means.. . .[a] quiet [b] movable [c] folded [d] floating [e] probable
2 Instantly means .. ..[ f ] soon [g] certainly [h] brightly [i] rapidly [j] immediately
3 To bend is to . . . .[a] turn [b] stand [c] hold [d] shake [e] blow
4 Nonsense is ..[f] happiness [g] noisiness [h] amazement [i] darkness [j] silliness
5 An occasion is . . . . .[a] a holiday [b] a week [c] an event [d] a month [e] a year
6 Vegetation is ... . ..[f] bird life [g] plant life [h] human life [ i ] insect life [j] animal life
7 Glistened means. . .[a] sprinkled [b] glided [c] sparkled [d] gnawed [e] grated
8 An expression is . ..[ f ] a car [g] a land [h] an interest [ i ] a look [j] an expense
9 To twist is to . . . . .[a] pull [b] hurt [c] wind [d] wash [e] trace
10 Rickety means ... . .[f] lazy [g] shaky [h] nervous [i] ordinary [j] ready
11 To blur is to ... . . .[a] peel [b] tell [c] kill [d] peep [e] stain
12 Craft means . . . . .[f] skill [g] liberty [h] load [i] creation [j] creed
13 Ferocious means . . .[a] fierce [b] radiant [c] fond [d] little [e] profound
14 A hazard is a ... . .[f] greeting [g] ballad [h] risk [i] complaint [j] den
15 Radiation means . . .[a] rainfall [b] rays [c] rapture [d] ravage [e] realism
16 A scheme is a . . . . .[f] mark [g] time [h] scream [i] plan [j] group
17 Attraction means . .[a] attire [b] thunder [c] silence [d] charm [e] goodness
18 To possess is to . ..[f] give [g] have [h] use [i] do [j] know
19 A depot is a ... . . .[a] department [b] deposit [c] kettle [d] station [e] liquid
20 A prickle is a . . . . .[f] stick [g] jacket [h] food [i] thorn [j] fleece
21 A staff is a . .[a] watch [bj lamp [c] rod [d] knife [e] spear
22 An occupant is an .[f] instrument [g] inhabitant [h] instructor [i] animal [j] object
23 To despise is to. . .[a] scare [b] escape [c] establish [d] freeze [e] scorn
24 To relate is to .. . .[f] hear [g] tell [h] see [i] feel [j] enjoy
25 To isolate is to.. . .[a] separate [b] exceed [c] estimate [d] sharpen [e] urge
9
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26 A circumstance is a.[f] present [g] pose [h] happening [i] support [j] post
27 Source means . . . .[a] place [b] aim [c] tap [d] beginning [e] end
28 To accumulate is to [f] finish [g] bargain [h] collect [i] commit [j] manage
29 Strenuous means • [S'] vigorous [b] grim [c] liberal [d] distinct [e] cheerful
30 Idolized means . . .[f] pleased [g] needed [h] trusted [i] regarded [j] adored
31 Bleak means . . . . .[a] dreary [b] jealous [c] ideal [d] hungry [e] colored
32 A mallard is a . . . .[f] duck [g] churn [h] crop [i] bug [j] hammer
33 Complicated meansfa] essential [b] delightful [c] furious [d] remarkable [e] involved
34 A beacon is a . . . .[f] spoon [g] food [h] light [i] hand [j] tree
35 Rarity means . . . ■ -[a] pity [b] bounty [c] celebrity [d] scarcity [e] density
36 A tidbit is a. . . . . .[f] meal [g] muffin [h] sip [i] dwarf [j] morsel
37 A sanctuary is a. . .[a] pamphlet [b] refuge [c] mountain [d] journey [e] jewel
38 To devour is to. . .[f] cook [g] sink [h] waste [i] sip [j] eat
39 To dilute is to. . . .[a] determine [b] harass [c] enable [d] weaken [e] purify
40 A sentry is a . . . . .[f] sentence [g] sentinel [h] sentiment [i] sensation [j] senator
41 An exploit is . . . . .[a] an extension [b] an index [c] a feat [d] a factor [e] a nursery
42 Trudged means . . .[f] walked [g] jumped [h] ran [i] swam [j] crawled
43 To foresee is to . .[a] forget [b] forbid [c] force [d] anticipate [e] appreciate
44 To beseech is to . .[f] back [g] bake [h] beg [i] banish [j] bet
45 Briny means . . . . .[a] fiery [b] sour [c] burning [d] sweet [e] salty
46 An antagonist is. . .[f] an opponent [g] a banner [h] a deer [ i ] an antic [j] an omen
47 Doleful means . . . .[a] dismal [b] dazzling [c] damp [d] defiant [e] desperate
48 A coronet is a small[f] kingdom [g] crown [h] clod [i] clown [j] lance
49 To plunder is to . .[a] suppose [b] proceed [c] rob [d] operate [e] herd
50 Enigmatic means . .[f] erudite [gj puzzling [h] heinous [i] theatrical [j] incendiary
31 A jaunt is . .[a] a wonder [b] a whimper [c] a snarl [d] an excursion [e] an elf
52 To affirm is to . . {f] state [g] rattle [h] marvel [i] lighten [j] long
53 Seasonable means [a] tasty [b] presentable [c] annual [d] likely [e] timely
54 To sustain is to . . {f] surprise [g] suspend [h] suspect [i] support [j] suggest
55 A villa is a .. [a] dungeon [b] canal [c] village [d] garden [e] house
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TEST 2
DIRECTIONS
Read each story. Then read each question below the story. Find
the best answer to the question. Then on the separate answer sheet,
fill in the space below the letter of the answer you have chosen.
Notice that certain questions refer to particular words in the story.
These words can be found in the lines which have the stars (★) beside
them. Study the sample below. It is marked correctly.
Frank has a good hobby. He collects stamps. He has stamps from many
★ different places. Of course, he has many United States stamps. He saves
them from the letters he gets from his Aunt Carrie in Texas and his Cousin
Jack in Ohio. But Frank also has stamps from foreign countries.
A Frank's Aunt Carrie lives in —[a]Ohio [b] New York[c]Africa [d] Texas B In this story, the word saves means —[e] rescues [f] protects[g] keeps [h] prevents
Young James Watt sat before the fireplace in his grandmother’s kitchen. An
old-fashioned tea kettle hung over the flames. Grandmother was soon going
to drink a cup of hot tea. The water in the kettle began to boil and steam
★ began to puff out of the kettle’s spout. James was a thoughtful boy. He
listened to the hissing of the steam and he watched as the lid of the kettle began
to rattle. The water boiled more rapidly and the lid was lifted right up into
the air. He discussed this peculiar fact with his grandmother. He learned
that steam always pushed up the lid of a kettle. That meant that steam had
force and power. James never forgot this fact. When he grew up, he invented
the first practical steam engine.





2 In this story, the word spout means —
[e] a stream of water
[f] the mouth of a pot or dish
[g] a spurt
[h] a rain pipe
3 James was most impressed by his observation
that steam —
[a] hissed as it came out of a spout
[b] was very hot
[c] could make something move
[d] came out of the spout in puffs
4 The best name for this story is —
[e] A Big Kettle
[f] The Steam Engine
[g] Birth of an Idea
[h] An Incredible Grandmother
How would you like to go to school in a railway car? Some boys and girls do.
They are children of trappers who live in remote places in Canada. A train
whistles into a tiny village and detaches a special school car. A teacher lives
II and travels in the car. The children come to school on sleds and snowshoes.
They must not be late, for there are only five school days. Then the train
★ will return to carry the car to another village. Five weeks will elapse before
it comes again. Meanwhile, the pupils have plenty of homework to do.
5 The teacher in this story lives in a —
[a] railroad car [b] tiny village
[c] trapper’s home [d] big city
6 In this story, the word elapse means —
[e] pass by [f] waste away
[g] lose out [h] hurry along
7 Traveling schools are used to —
[a] bring children to [b] educate trappers
class
[c] increase train travel [d] educate frontier
children
8 In this story, the word carry means —
[e] lift [f] take
[g] hold [h] continue
A
★ Gold, silver and copper were the first metals that man employed in fashioning
objects. No one knows exactly when crude stone tools were discarded in favor
of tools made of more pliable metals, but it is obvious that early metalsmiths
had many problems. In their pure state gold, silver and copper are soft metals
which cannot be made into tools or weapons that have hard, sharp cutting edges.
Naturally, these metals proved unsatisfactory for such instruments until man
discovered how to combine them to produce more desirable alloys. An alloy
is formed when two or more metals are combined. Most alloys are harder and
tougher than pure metals and, therefore, more durable. For instance, copper
mixed with tin forms an alloy known as bronze. Bronze is harder and stronger
than either copper or tin. Perhaps the most important milestone in the
history of metals and man’s use of them came with the discovery of steel, an
alloy that is formed by mixing iron with carbon. Steel is valuable in practically
all our nation’s industries.
9 The chief purpose of this story is to —
[a] give us information
[b] relate an exciting tale
[c] create suspense
[d] describe an adventure
10 Bronze is made from tin and —
[e] gold [f] steel
[g] carbon [h] copper
11 Which of the following is the hardest?[a]gold [b] copper[c]tin [d] bronze
12 The story suggests that people want some metals
to —
[e] cost a lot [f] be beautiful
[g] last a long time [h] be pure
13 Early metalsmiths had problems because the
metals that they worked with were too —[a]pliable [b] soft
[c] durable [d] shiny
14 The best name for this story is —
[e] Making Metals More Durable
[ f ] The Stone Age
[g] The Bronze Age
[h] Valuable Steel
15 In this story, the word employed means —
[a] released [b] traded
[c] hired [d] used
16 Historians may someday call our modern age
the —
[e] Bronze Age [f] Iron Age
[g] Steel Age [h] Copper Age
Some of the most ancient writings contain references to the phenomenon we
call an earthquake. An earthquake is a shaking of the earth’s crust caused by
changes beneath the earth’s surface. In earthquake zones, people often refer
to the tremors as shocks. And, indeed, the shaking beneath one’s feet would
feel something like an electrical shock. In some instances these tremors are
★ so slight as to be hardly noticed, while in others, considerable damage is
caused. The intensity of earthquakes varies widely. The shocks from many
earthquakes last only a few seconds, but the shocks from most major earth¬
quakes are of long duration. On New Year’s Eve, 1933, a series of severe
earthquakes shook the Rocky Mountains in Nevada and continued at inter¬
vals for more than seven months.
17 The best name for this story is —
[a] From Ancient Writings
[b] New Year’s Eve in Nevada
[c] Electrical Shocks
[d] Earthquakes
18 This story shows that the length of earth¬
quakes is —
[e] constant [f] brief
[g] varied [h] phenomenal
19 The most unusual thing about the Nevada quakes
was that they —
[a] lasted so long
[b] lowered the Rockies
[c] began on a holiday
[d] were caused by electricity
20 In this story, the word slight means —
[e] low [f] weak
[g] thin [h] overlooked
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ^5
For a long time, money was not the familiar form of currency that we know
★ today. In early human history, man employed no medium of exchange in
the form of coined metals and stamped paper; he obtained the goods he
desired by the simple process of barter. Should the owner of an ox desire to
exchange it for clothing, he would set out to find someone who was willing to
make the exchange. It is obvious that this system was not always satisfactory;
serious hardships could arise if the owner of clothing had no need for the offered
ox. So, it was through necessity that money as we know it, a valuable medium
of exchange, came into being.
The real value of money lies in its purchasing power. It enables man to
exchange his manual or intellectual labor for the necessities of life — food,
clothing and shelter — and further, to secure what may be considered luxuries.
In the Middle Ages, every nobleman in Europe had the right to coin money.
A poor nobleman could better his circumstances by merely stamping a coin
for more than it was worth. For instance, he could take ninety cents worth of
silver, put a stamp on it that declared it to be a dollar, and the coin would pass
as a dollar. Soon laws were passed that limited the right to coin money to the
rulers of each country. Today only the government of each country has the
right to coin money. Paper money was introduced to make handling of
★ large sums easier; but each paper note that is issued must be backed by the
nation’s treasury.
21 The best name for this story is —
[a] The Barter System
[b] Dollars and Cents
[c] Early Forms of Money
[d] The History of Money
22 Laws were passed that limited the right to coin
money to the rulers of each country because —
[e] the noblemen were getting too rich
[f] some coins were dishonestly marked
[g] the rulers had all of the gold and silver
[h] paper money was introduced
23 Paper money was introduced to enable people
to —
[a] carry large sums of money
[b] make better trades
[c] buy more things
[d] save their gold and silver
24 In this story, the word medium means —
[e] average [f] size
[g] middle [h] means
25Which of the following would be most like the
bartering process described in the story?
[a] trading a baseball for a football
[b] getting a store to exchange a suit that did
not fit
[c] exchanging American dollars for Mexican
dollars
[d] bargaining with a storekeeper to reduce
his price26In this story, the word issued means —
[e] put into circulation
[f] delivered
[g] discharged
[h] flowing from an opening27If a government issues more paper money than
it can redeem in gold and silver, the paper money
in that country will be —
[a] increased in value
[b] lessened in value
[c] useful only in foreign trade
[d] limited in circulation
6 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
The first fossil tracks discovered in North America were unearthed in the
Connecticut Valley in 1802. A youth, Pliny Moody, was plowing on his father’s
farm when he uncovered a rock bearing several small three-toed imprints.
Moody’s was the first of many similar discoveries, but they caused no great
wonder. It was generally believed that the tracks had been made by a type
of bird which was common to the district. The fact that a few four- and
★ five-toed impressions accompanied the three-toed ones did little to modify
the accepted theory. Dr. Deane, a practicing physician, was the first to sus¬
pect that the theory was erroneous. He had noticed that some of the im¬
prints clearly showed the texture of the skin which had made the impression,
and bore no resemblance to the skin of any known bird. Dr. Deane called his
observations to the attention of a scientist friend. Professor Edward Hitchcock,
whose interest was so aroused that he undertook to make a serious study of
these markings to determine if they were of bird origin.
It was ascertained that in an earlier era the Connecticut Valley region was a
tidal estuary, whose receding tides left bare many mud flats where now-extinct
animals congregated. Some of the footprints were hardened by the heat of the
sun and had endured through the centuries, covered by layers of sand and mud.
The ages made no changes in the prints but the mud gradually solidified into
stone, preserving the imprints for future generations to discover. Most
astonishing to the layman was the discovery by geologists that these tracks
were made by species of dinosaurs. The unearthing of dinosaur fossils in the
★ same area served to clinch the theory and quell the arguments of the skeptics.
28 Dr. Deane showed keen powers of —[a]concentration [b] observation[c]persuasion [d] sight
29 In this story, the word impressions means —[e]effects [f] imprints
[g] copies [h] ideas
30 Dr. Deane thought that the theory about the
fossils was wrong because some of the impres¬
sions —
[a] showed three toes
[b] were too big
[c] revealed an odd skin texture
[d] showed more than three toes
31 The first fossil discovery in North America came
about as the result of —
[e] an accident
[f] long research
[g] Dr. Deane’s enthusiasm
[h] Professor Hitchcock’s curiosity
32 Dr. Deane doubted that the fossils were made
by—
[a] man [b] dinosaurs
[c] birds [d] fish
33 Investigation showed that the Connecticut
Valley was once —
[e] an underground river
[f] a tropical jungle
[g] a passage into which tides flowed
[h] a subtropical swamp
34 The best name for this story is —
[a] Bird Tracks
[b] The Old Connecticut Valley
[cj A Surprising Discovery
[d] Scientific Study
35 In this story, the word clinch means —
[e] embrace [f] grasp
[g] fasten [h] confirm
36 In this story, the word quell means —
[a] prove [b] stop
[c] improve [d] increase
37 Who discovered that the tracks had been made
by dinosaurs?
[e] a farmer’s son [ f] a doctor
[g] a professor [h] geologists
7 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
"^TT After the great dams of the Northwest,
Bonneville on the Columbia River and
Shasta on the Sacramento River, were con¬
structed, it was necessary to consider their
effect on the natural life cycle of the salmon. Each
year millions of these fish return from their three- or
k four-year sojourn in the Pacific Ocean to travel up¬
stream in the river from which they came as finger-
lings, there to spawn and die. Salmon canning is a
multimillion-dollar industry, and something had to
be done to preserve this important source of food.
The problem was solved in various ways, depending
upon conditions at each dam site. At Shasta, the salmon
were educated to return to spawning grounds other than
the headwaters of the Sacramento. To accomplish this,
fish traps were built below the dam which led the fish
to a cage built in a pond. When the cage was full of
fish, it was lifted up and the thrashing salmon were
dumped into waiting tank trucks to be driven to a fish
hatchery in Battle Creek some miles down the river.
Some of the fish were released to spawn naturally in the
creek, while many more were put in holding ponds for
artificial spawning.
This fish bus line ran on a regular schedule for five years,
the life cycle period of the salmon. By that time, the
38 The construction of the dams threatened the salmon¬
fishing industry because it —
[a] made it impossible to catch the fish
[b] polluted the waters and killed many fish
[c] blocked the passage of the fish to their spawn¬
ing grounds
[d] raised the temperature of the water too high
for the fish to spawn
39 From this article, one can infer that —
[e] conditions at Shasta differ from those at
Bonneville
[f] there are more salmon at Bonneville
[g] the Sacramento River is colder than the
Columbia River
[h] Shasta is a larger dam than Bonneville
40 When the fish bus line at Shasta was developed, plans
were made to operate it —
[a] until the dam was finished and the fish could
again spawn up river
[b] until young fish born in Battle Creek returned
to that stream to spawn
[c] until the fish learned to spawn below the dam
[d] indefinitely
desired end was realized. The salmon which had been
spawned in Battle Creek the first year the fish bus op¬
erated, "homed” to that stream and not to the Sacra¬
mento River, proving beyond question that these fish
really do return to their place of birth.
At Bonneville Dam, the problem was solved by building
fishways to lead the salmon around the dam so that they
can continue up the river to their natural spawning
ground. Each fishway consists of a collecting system to
lead the fish away from the face of the dam, a fishladder,
★ and a pair of fishlocks. The fishladder is an inclined
flume forty feet in width and several times that in
length, separated into pools by fences called weirs.
Each pool is one foot higher than the previous one down¬
stream and the water is regulated so that with moderate
effort the fish can swim upstream from pool to pool.
The fishlocks operate similarly to the way in which ship
locks operate. After a number of fish have collected in
the pool, the gate is closed and the water level is raised
to a higher level. The upper gate is then opened and
the fish are helped on their way by a slanted grating,
raised from the bottom of the lock, which gradually
forces the fish out of the upper end of the lock.
41 When the writer says that the fish sojourn in the
Pacific Ocean, he means that they —[e]stay there for a time [f] die there
[g] are born there [h] spawn there
42 In the phrase, "the fishladder is an inclined flume,”
the word inclined means —[a]favorable [b] sloping
[c] bent [d] willing
43 Which one of the following is not true of salmon?
[e] They are born in the icy headwaters of some
river.
[f] For spawning, they swim downstream to the
Pacific.
[g] As fingerlings, they swim downstream to the
Pacific.
[h] They return to spawn in their native stream.
44 The author’s purpose in writing this story is to ex¬
plain how —
[a] dams are constructed
[b] salmon live and reproduce
[c] natural resources can be conserved
[d] salmon are caught and canned
Jh8
DIRECTIONS
In each of the sentences below, one word is underlined and is written
in heavy black letters. Sometimes this word is spelled correctly, some¬
times incorrectly. Read each sentence carefully. If the underlined
word is spelled correctly, fill in the space under the R (for right)
on the separate answer sheet. If the word is spelled incorrectly,
fill in the space under the W (for wrong). If you do not know
whether the word is spelled correctly or not, fill in the space under
the DK (for don’t know). Study the sample below. It is marked
correctly on the answer sheet.
SAMPLE I walked slowly down the croked street s
1 She made a kind remarke about his work i
2 He was interested in honest poliHcs 2
3 Great welth does not always bring happiness 3
4 I have a navey blue shirt 4
5 The dog was carrying a paper bag in his mouth 5
6 We had twenty problemes in the arithmetic test 6
7 The audience seemed to enjoy the program 7
8 I heard her menshun the birthday party s
9 The next month after July is Augest 9
10 She was too timid to sing in public 10
11 Jean speaks the German l^n^uge
12 Mary tried to be freindly with the new girl
13 No one doubted the justise of his claim
14 He is capable of doing better work
15 The typist adressed the envelope
16 The cane botton of the chair is broken
17 A restaurant is a place to eat
18 Her bight is five feet
19 A nurse’s dutys are many and varied
20 We need a lawer for our case
21 The chairs are similar but not exactly alike
22 The thief was gilty of robbery
23 Do you know the debt of the lake near the shore?....
24 Their affection was mutual
25 You should use equal quantities of sugar and flour
9 nn ON TO TMF NFVT PAHF
ng CONTINUED
26 The undertaker has new funerel parlors 26
27 Her dress is in the latest stile. 27
28 We had to cansel the picnic because of rain 28
29 The flowers are dying for lack of water.
30 An honor student gets exellent marks.
3' What is your father's bussiness?
32 It was a socrifice for him to give up his dog 32
33 The seinor class will graduate in June 33
34 I arise at six o’clock 34
35 You must be very quite in the library 35
36 The Bill of Rights protects the indevidual. 36
37 The exess water in the reservoir spilled over the dam 37
381 apologize for stepping on your foot 38
39 Food is a nesessity 39
40 When you buy something, you perchase it 40
4' The city needed an efficient police force 41
42 The boat appeared to move, but it was stationery 42
43 A bad cold may develop into pnumonia 43
44 Any mecanical device may break down 44
45 To remit means to send back 45
46 The police will investagate the theft 46
47 She was econnomical in the use of her money 47
48 The services were in remembrance of war heroes 48
49 The data show a steady increase in school population 49
50 Our teacher was ill, so we had a subsitute 50
51 The state issued a series of pamphlets on health 51
52 The principal is the top offical in the school 52
53 The train tracks really were parallel 53
54 I saw him as resently as yesterday 54






In each of the sentences below, one word is underlined and is written
in heavy black letters. Read each sentence carefully. If you think
the underlined word is the correct word to use, fill in the space under
the R (for right) on the separate answer sheet. If you think it is in¬
correct, fill in the space under the W (for wrong). If you are not
sure whether the underlined word is correct or incorrect, fill in the
space under the DK (for don’t know). Notice how the samples have
been marked on the answer sheet.
SAMPLE A She was ^ tired to go, A
SAMPLE B I wonder who give me this present b
1 At camp last year I swam across the lake i
2 Can’t they see no difference between the two? 2
3 Didn’t either of you see what happened? 3
4 There was a argument about who would win a
5 The committee have completed its work 5
6 With who were you talking yesterday afternoon? 6
7 They take theirselves too seriously 7
8 He had already chosen Alice for his partner a
9 This is the man which helped us 9
10 How easily they lifted her from the ambulance 10
11 I think Mary plays the piano good 11
12 Bill told me it was her who called 12
13 She doesn’t like th^e kind of apples 13
14 Fred has swore that he will never pay for it u
15 I caught a cold laying on the ground 15
16 The program was just starting when I came home 16
17 The total number of members were five hundred...
18 The least I worry, the happier I will be
19 The boys were afraid you had drowned, John
20 Who, besides me, is going to the party?
21 new club members were asked to pay our dues,
22 She had the worse injuries of the five victims
23 We watched Frank as he went in the house









Many punctuation marks and capital letters are needed in the sentences
below. Read each sentence through. Then look at each place to which an
arrow points and decide what change is needed there, if any. Find the row
of answer spaces on the answer sheet which has the same number as the
arrow and fill in the space under your answer. NP stands for No Punctua¬
tion needed. If you do not know the answer, mark DK (for don’t know).
@ ®
J. 4-
SAMPLES Lindbergh flew alone across the atlantic ocean
® ® ®
i 4. 4
My mother took the 820 train to Pittsburgh
@ (5) ® @
If you were doctor hurt would you sign the certificate
® ® ® ®
4 i 4 4_
Shell impress you as a very stern woman her husband on the other hand is very gentle
® ® @ ® ® ®
^ 4-4- 4- 4- 'i'
He said that we would study about the battle of Waterloo in our thursday history class
@ @ @
! 4, 4
Dads car went out of control hitting a cherry tree
@ @
4 4
The following boys were tardy frank bob and dick
Only the almighty can help us now she kept repeating
(§) @ (§)
4' 4- 4-




DO NOT GO ON TO PART C
Read each sentence below. Show what kind of sentence it is by filling in the
space on the separate answer sheet under —
[a] for simple [b] for compound [c] for complex
[d] for incomplete [dk] if you don’t know the answer
1 Every girl must bring a complete safety kit '
2 Mr. Green himself told me, and I believe him 2
3 At last, the boys have completed their work 3
4 Having taught my dog to roll over 4
5 It could easily be seen that she was frightened 5
6 Our headlights are very dim and the road is dark *
7 You boys who are here for the first time may play also 7
8 If you haven’t frozen the ice cubes yet e
9 Charles became an expert years ago but I never did 9





Read each sentence below. Then show what part of speech the underlined
word is by filling in the space on the separate sheet under —
[a] for adjective [b] for adverb
[d] for interjection [e] for noun
[g] for pronoun [h] for verb
[c] for conjunction
[f] for preposition
[dk] if you don’t know the answer
1 The man just stood there motionless i
2 Henry and took his father to the meeting 2
3 He has been my father’s closest friend. 3
4 Remember to dot your i’s or^ cross your t’s 4
5 The state has an excellent record in highway safety 5
6 I filled out an application for the position 6
7 Mary completely forgot her errand 7
8 Central High is playing a good game, ^ I think we will win a
9 Things are not always what they seem 9
10 Hurrah! We are doing fine! 10
Look at the two sentences, I and II, below. Certain words or groups of
words in them are underlined and numbered. Decide which of the four
grammatical terms given tells what this word (or group of words) is. Then,
on the separate answer sheet, fill in the space under the letter of the answer
you have chosen. If you do not know the answer, mark DK (for don’t
know). The first underlined word in Sentence I is the sample (S) question.





J The team and coach traveled to the state tournament by bus, but I drove my father’s new German car.
S 11 12 13 14 15 16
s [a] proper adjective [b] article [c] infinitive [d] personal pronoun [dk]
11 [a] object of a preposition [b] prepositional phrase [c] direct object [d] compound subject [dk]
12 [e] coordinate conjunction [f] object of a preposition [g] direct object [h] personal pronoun [dk]
13 [a] coordinate conjunction [b] subordinate conjunction [c] personal pronoun [d] relative pronoun [dk]
14 [e] proper adjective [f] relative pronoun [g] personal pronoun [h] infinitive [dk]
15 [a] verb in present tense [b] intransitive verb [c] transitive verb [d] infinitive [dk]
16 [e] possessive case of noun [f] object of a preposition [g] indirect object [h] proper adjective [dk]
IJ A pilot’s calmness in an emergency gives the passengers courage.
ii iW 20
17 [a] prepositional phrase [b] possessive case of noun [c] proper adjective [d] indirect object [dk]
18 [e] verb in present tense [f] prepositional phrase [g] infinitive [h] compound subject [dk]
19 [a] verb in present tense [b] intransitive verb [c] relative pronoun [d] direct object [dk]
20 [e] proper adjective [f] possessive case of noun
13








This is a test of your ability to use a dictionary. A word is shown as it
would appear in a dictionary. Four dictionary definitions are given
for the word. Four questions are given below each set of definitions.
In the first two questions, the given word is used in a sentence. Read
each sentence carefully. Decide which dictionary meaning best
defines the word as it is used in the sentence. Look at the number
beside this definition. Then, on the separate answer sheet, fill in the
space under the number you have chosen. Study SAMPLE A below.
Two other questions are asked about each word. Read each of these
questions carefully, decide which one of the answers is best, then on
the answer sheet fill in the space under the letter of the answer you
have chosen. Study SAMPLE B below.
A key to the pronunciation (diacritical) marks is at the bottom of
the page.
SAMPLES
kick (kik) 1. v. To strike out with the foot. 2. n. The
recoil of a firearm. 3. v. To object strongly. 4. n. An
indentation in the bottom of a bottle.
un der write (un'dor rit') 1. v. To accept the risk of insur¬
ance. 2. V. To write below something. 3. v. To agree to
a statement or policy. 4. v. To agree to take up a certain
number of shares of a new issue if not bought by the public.
A The visiting team will kick the ball.
[1] [2] [3] [4T
B How many syllables are there in kick?
[e] four [f] three [g] two [h] one
cred it (kred'it) 1. n. Trust in a buyer’s ability to pay in
the future. 2. v. To put faith in; to believe. 3. n. No¬
tation of payment by entry in an account. 4. n. Honor
given because of an action.
, You cannot credit the truth of his story.
[1] [2] [4]2All the credit for his success is due to those who
helped him on his way.
[1] [2] [3] [4]
5 I will underwrite the truth of his statement.
[1] [2] [3] [4]
6 He needs money to underwrite the new stock.
[1] [2] [3] l4]
7 The word underwrite is strongly accented on the —
[a] first syllable [b] second syllable
[c] third syllable [d] fourth syllable
8 The word underwrite is —
[e] a noun [f] a verb
[g] an adjective [h] an adverb
trav el (trav'ol) 1. v. To go from one place to another.
2. V. To go from place to place, as a salesman. 3. n. The
action of journeying. 4. n. A single movement of some
part of a mechanism, as a piston.3In the alphabetical list of words given below, at




“^crescent4If the word credit must be divided at the end of
a line, the division should be made after the
letter —
[e]r [f]e [g] d [h] i
9 She loved to travel by plane.
[1] [2] l3r [4]
10 Travel, they say, is broadening.
[iF [2] [3] [4]
11 How many silent letters are there in the word
travel?
[a] three [b] two [c] one [d] none
12 The pronunciation key shows that the "e” in
travel is pronounced the same as the first vowel
in —
[e] age [f] equal [g] open [h] about





This is a test of your ability to locate various kinds of information.
Each question presents a topic or problem. You are to pick the best
Source of Information in which to find the information called for in
each question. Look at the list of Sources of Information given just
below these directions. Notice there is a letter next to each Source.
Read each question carefully. There are five letters given on the an¬
swer sheet for each question. Fill in the space under the letter which
is the same as the letter next to the Source you would use to find the




The World Almanac or
Information Please Almanac
[d] World Atlas and Gazetteer
[e] Readers’ Guide to Periodical Literature
[f] Library card file: Author card
[g] Library card file: Title card
[h] Library card file: Subject card
[ i ] The index of a book
[j ] The table of contents of a book
Which is the best Source of Information in which to find —
SAMPLE the name of the present Secretary of the Treasury?
Which is the best Source of Information in which to find —
,3 other accepted ways of spelling "caldron”?
,4 the date of the full moon in May of this year?
,5 words with the same or nearly the same meaning as "investigation”?. . .
,6 if the book, What Makes an Orchestra, is in the library?
,7 the number of persons who have swum the English Channel in less than
thirteen hours?
,8 the titles of the three books by Elizabeth Jane Coatsworth which are in
the library?
,9 a picture of the dress that Bolivian peasants wear?
20 a map showing the provinces of France?
2, the page in the book, Working with Science, on which the chapter, "The
Nearest Star,” begins?
22 where a book written by Joseph Leeming was published?
23 a map showing where copper is produced in the United States?
24 which books on astronomy are available in the library?
25 the pages in the book. Health at Work and Play, on which a discussion of
bandages is given?
25 the name of the article on magicians which appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post for May 1956?
27 a description of life on a farm?
28 the pages in the book. Everyday English, on which information on using




















DIRECTIONS: Work each example on the scratch paper pro¬
vided. As soon as you have worked an example, find the three
answers given for the example in the right-hand column of the
test booklet. Then, on the separate answer sheet, fill in the space
under the letter of the answer which agrees with yours. If you
do not find your answer in the test booklet, fill in the space under
NG (for not given) on the answer sheet. If you do not know how
to work the example, fill in the space under DK (for don’t know).
Reduce all improper fractions to mixed numbers, and all answers

















s [a] 16 [b] 26 [c] 3(
1 [a] 3775 [b] 3975 [c] 497f
2[d]f [e]f [fll^
3[a]i [b]i [c]f
2 V -5. =5-^12 2 4)5 5 2
Add
$ 2 3 4.8 0
7 8.6 3
5.4 7
+ 6 9.8 5
$
4[d]i [e]lf [f]6
5 [a] 23 [b] 23 rio [c] 203
[d] $378.75 [e] $388.65
*[f] $388.75
7)7 9 5 2
Subtract
8 7.0 3 5
-7 6.6 4 7
Subtract
9 ^







9 [a] k [b] 4i [c] 14i
'0 Subtract
8 7 10 13





10 7).0 4 9











4 8)1 9 5 9 5
13 [a] If lh]m \c]^
[d] 2616 [e] 25,160
[f] 26,260
[a] 48 rll [b] 408 rll
'^[c]408 r21
16 nn HM rn tmf nfyt pa^f
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THE GRAPH BELOW SHOWS THE SOURCES FROM 16 From what onc source does the city
WHICH THE TOWN OF CRAWFORD GETS ITS INCOME







What per cent of the income comes
from property taxes and state aid
combined?
Temperature Record
’8 At what hour did the temperature
start to fall?
'9 Between what hours did the tem-
ANSWERS
[d] Property taxes
16 [e] Sales tax
[f] Business
17 [a] 50 [b]65 [c]80





[cj 9 and 10
20
.2 3 X 5 3.4 =
21
What is the area of
a room 18' X 12'?
22 Add
4 hr. 35 min.





[a] 30 sq. ft. [b] 60 sq. ft.
[c] 216 sq. ft.
[d] 1 hr. 15 min.
22 [e] 10 hr. 15 min.
[f] 11 hr. 15 min.
23
Selling Price = $3500
Rate of Commission = 20%
Commission =
18 [d] 8 A.M. [e] 1 p.M.
[f] 3 p.M.




8^ - U =
27
If 4 = 4 25 [a] 16f [b] 28f [c] 32
X 2 f 3
X =
26 [d] A [e]7^ [f]9H




$7 9.0 0 - $5.7 3 =
30
41 X 7 X 4| =
28 [d] 5^ [e] 5^ [f] 61%
[a] $4.94 [b] $73.27”
[c] $74.27
3o[d]21 [e]28 [f]l47





2 1 1^12 = 80% of 36 =
+ 1
ANSWERS
31 [a] 1/g- [b] [c] 8^
32 [d] A [e]9 [f]l6
33 [a] 28.2 [b]28.8 [c] 2881
34
The distance across the northern
border of both Connecticut and
Rhode Island in the drawing is
1| inches. According to the scale,
what is the distance in miles?
34[d]30 [e]110 [f]120
SCALE; i INCH = 10 MILES
36
30 is 25% of what
number?
37 Subtract
11 ft. 3 in.
— 7 ft. 8 in.
39
If assessed valuation is
$6000 and the tax rate
per $100 is $2.00, what








Annual Interest = $32
Rate of Interest =
35
1.3 4)1 0 7.2
35 [a] .8 [b] 8 [c] 800
36[d]12 [e]120 [f]750
[a] 3 ft. 5 in.
37 [b] 3 ft. 7 in.












39 [a] $80 [b]$120 [c]$800(
40 [d] 5 [e]15 [f]25
41
Find the average of
3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18. 41 [a] 9 [b] lOJ [c] 63
42[d]i [e]4 [f]25










[d] 15.7 sq. in.
44 [e] 31.40 sq. in.
[f] 78.5 sq. in.
6i'
45 [a] 8 cu. ft. [b] lip? cu. ft
[c] 50 cu. ft.
1«
TEST? [Arithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts
The answer to each of the following questions can be thought out
without doing any figuring on paper. You are to think out the
answer and fill in the space on the separate answer sheet under the
letter of the answer you have chosen. Study the sample below. The
right answer has been marked for you.
SAMPLE Which of these numbers is three hundred eighty-four? [a] 38 [b] 348 [c] 384 [d] 3840
DIRECTIONS
Concepts
1 Which fraction is not reduced to its lowest terms?
[a] * [b] M [c] if [d] ii
2 In which number is the zero not needed?
[e] 970 [f] 907 [g] .907 [h] 9.70
3 Which fraction has a value of more than 1?
[a] i [b] I [c] f [d] §
4 Which number has a value closer to 5 than to 6?
[e] 5.2 [f] 5.5 [g] 5.7 [h] 5.8
5 Which fraction has the smallest value?
Ni [b]i [c]i [d]
6 5% means
[e] 500 [f]5 [g] [h]
7 Which number has the largest value?
[a] 2.05 [b] 2.5 [c] .25 [d]
8 What is the remainder when a number is sub¬
tracted from itself?
[e] one [f] zero
[g] that number [h] a larger number
9 A straight line passing through the center of a
circle from one edge to the other edge is called —
[a] the diameter [b] an arc
[c] the radius [d] the circumference
,0 The number 1,000,000,000,000 represents a —
[e] hundred thousand [f] billion
[g] trillion [h] million
11 What is the name of the policy which protects
against a risk of accident by car owners?
[a] endowment [b] term
[c] annuity [d] liability
12 By estimation, choose the example which will
have the smallest product.
[e] 75.2 [f] 7.52 [g] 752 [h] .752
3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7
13 Which number has the same value as .3?
[a].03 [b] .003 [c] .30 [d] .030
14 Which figm-e in 4327 is in the tens position?
[e]2 [f]3 [g]4 [h]7
15 Another way of saying “12 times a number
equals 60 ” is —
[a] 60 X 12 = A [b] 12A = 60
[c] 12 = 60 X A [d] ^ = 60
16 How many articles are there in a gross?
[e]24 [f]50 [gjlOO [h] 144
17 By estimation, choose the answer most nearly
correct for 764.21)1306.8 .
[a] .171 [b] 1.71 [c] 17.1 [d] 171
18 The volume of a P3rramid is —
[e]^ [fj^rr^h [gjlwh [h]
.19




Work each arithmetic problem carefully on scratch paper. As soon
as you have worked a problem, find the three answers given in the test
booklet for this problem. Then, on the separate answer sheet, fill
in the space under the letter of the answer which agrees with yom^.
If you do not find your answer in the test booklet, fill in the space
under NG (for not given) on the answer sheet. If you do not know
how to work the example, fill in the space under DK (for don’t know).
Reduce all improper fractions to mixed numbers and all answers to
simplest terms.
19 Tom weighs 130 pounds. Harry weighs 97
pounds. Tom weighs how much more than
Harry?
[a] 23 lb. [b] 33 lb. [c] 43 lb.
20 The children in the seventh grade made 180 sand¬
wiches for a picnic lunch. There were 60 children
at the picnic. How many sandwiches were there
for each child?
[d] 2 [e] 3 [f] 30
21 Joan’s father is going to buy tomato plants
to set out in his truck garden. There are to
be 24 rows with 28 plants in each row. How
many plants will he need?
[a] 52 [b] 662 [c] 672
22 Betty had 3f yards of ribbon. After trimming
a hat, she had IJ yards left. How many yards
of ribbon did she use for her hat?
[d] 2i [e] 2i [f] 21
23 Bob weighed two packages. One weighed
5^ pounds, the other 3| pounds. What was the
total weight of the packages?
[a] 9 lb. [b] 9i lb. [c] 9^ Ib.
24 Nancy baked 3 dozen cookies and sold them
at 3?^ a cookie. The ingredients cost her 49^.
How much money did she make?
[d] $.59 [e] $1.08 [f] $1.59
25 Mrs. Smith bought a cooked ham that weighed
7| pounds. She weighed what was left of it
today and found it weighed 3^ pounds. How
much of the ham had been used?
[a] H lb. [b] 4i lb. [c] 4i lb.
26Jane walks ^ of a mile each day going to and
from school. How far does she walk in 5 days?
[d] 2 mi. [e] 3| mi. [f] 7 mi.27Bill and Roy tied old newspapers into bundles.
The bundles weighed 27 pounds, 35 pounds, 32
pounds, 23 pounds, and 33 pounds. What was
the average weight per bundle?
[a] 28 lb. [b] 30 lb. [c] 150 lb.28The speedometer showed 2073.8 miles when
we started on our trip and 2564.3 miles when
we arrived at our destination. How many miles
did we travel?
[d] 480.5 [e] 490.5 [f] 4638.129Mr. Phillips bought a second-hand desk for
$16. He paid $2.50 to have it sanded and
$1.75 for varnish to refinish it. If he sold the
desk for $35, how much did he gain on it?
[a] $14.75 [b] $15.00 [c] $15.75
30 The theater in our town has 150 seats in the
balcony and 375 seats in the orchestra. At a
puppet show 5 of the seats were reserved for
school children. How many seats were reserved
for them?
[d] 173 [e] 175 [f] 225
31 How many pieces of tape, each I of a yard long,
can be cut from a roll containing 5| yards?
[a] If [b] 5i [c] 22
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Arithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts32A delivery boy earns 60?^ an hour. On Saturday
he worked from 9:30 to 11:30 in the morning
and from 1:00 to 2:30 in the afternoon. How
much did he earn?
[d] $2.10 [e] $2.40 [f] $2.7033Dan's weather record showed that out of the 30
days in June, 24 were sunny. What per cent of
the days were sunny?
[a] 6 [b] 24 [c] 8034Mr. Johnson’s house is assessed at $8500. If
the city tax rate is $2.61 per $100, what is
Mr. Johnson’s annual tax bill?
[d] $221.80 [e] $221.85 [f] $221.9535The distance between two cities on a map
is I5 inches. The scale shows that | inch
= 10 miles. What is the distance in miles
between the two cities?
[a] 10 [b] 20 [c] 10036Mrs. Douglas made 8 jars of jam from 7 pounds
of peaches. If an equal amount was put in each
jar what part of a pound of peaches was put in
each jar?
[d] I [e] H [f] U
41 At 8 P.M. the temperature was 15° above zero.
The next morning the thermometer showed the
temperature to be 2° below zero. How many
degrees had the temperature dropped during
the night?
[a] 13 [b] 17 [c] 18
42 In a running broad jump, Roger jumped 10 feet
4 inches and Donald jumped 8 feet 9 inches.
How much farther did Roger jump than Donald?
[d] 1 ft. 5 in. [e] 1 ft. 7 in. [f] 2 ft. 7 in.
43 A farmer borrowed $1250 for 6 months at 4%
How much interest did he have to pay?
[a] $25 [b] $50 [c] $300
44 If the sales tax is 3^%, what is the tax, to the
nearest cent, on a coat which costs $27.60?
[d] 96.6^^ [e] [f] 98<^
45 Joe travelled on his bicycle 13.3 miles in 1.4 hours.
What was his average speed in miles per hour?
[a] 9.5 [b] 11.9 [c] 18.6237My bedroom is 11' by 15'. How much will
it cost to scrape and varnish the floor at Ihi a
square foot?
[a] $3.90 [b] $11.00 [c] $24.7538A house is insured for $7500 against loss by
fire. Find the yearly premium at per $100.
[d] $19.50 [e] $175.26 [f] $195039Mrs. Marshall paid $5.94 for | dozen spoons.
At that price, what did one spoon cost?
[a] $1.48i [b] $1.49 [c] $1.9640Harry worked 3f hours at a part-time job.
If he received $1.75 an hour, how much did he
earn, to the nearest cent?
[d] $3.75 [e] $5.25
46An agent sold 240 dozen eggs for a farmer at
40(/i a dozen. The agent received a commission
of 5%. The farmer’s other expenses came to
$15. What were the net proceeds which the
farmer received?
[d] $4.80 [e] $76.20 [f] $96.0047Thomas repaid after 15 months a loan of $600 at
6% interest. How much interest did he pay?
[a] $36 [b] $45 [c] $10048Mary has a taxable income of $3400. How
much will her state income tax be at the rate
of 2% on the first $2000 and 3% on the next
$2000?







In this test there are four possible answers for each question. Read each
question carefully and decide which one of the answers is best. Then on
the separate answer sheet, fill in the space under the letter of the answer
you have chosen. Study the sample. The right answer has been marked.
SAMPLE America was discovered by — [a] Cortez [bj Balboa [c] Columbus [d] Cabot
GEOGRAPHY
1 The longest mountain range in South America is
the —
[a] Guiana Highland [b] Andes
[c] Bolivian Highland [d] Brazilian Highland
2 Which river runs across the North American conti¬
nent from the east to the west coast?
[e] the Mississippi [ f ] the St. Lawrence
[g] the Rio Grande [h] No river does this.
3 In his voyage across the Atlantic, Columbus hoped
to find —
[a] a shorter route to the east
[b] new lands
[c] the end of the world
[d] secret treasure
4 Europeans went to great trouble to find an all-water
route to India mainly because India was —
[e] producing materials greatly in demand in Europe
[ f ] such a mysterious land
[g] easy to conquer since it was not really united
[h] of a different religion
5 The use of dry lands in the American southwest for
fruit growing and truck farming has been made
possible mainly by —
[a] use of better fertilizers
[b] unusually heavy rainfall in recent years
[c] floods caused by the Colorado and Rio Grande
Rivers
[d] more modern methods of irrigation
6 Malaya, in southeast Asia, leads the world in the
production of a vital raw material. This raw ma¬
terial is —
[e] rubber [f] coffee
[g] sugar cane [h] cotton
7 The major powers of the world are found mainly —
[a] in the southern hemisphere
[b] in the northern hemisphere
[c] along the 180° meridian
[d] along the equator
8 In South Africa, summer is between December 21
and March 21 because the —
[e] calendar is different from ours
[f] seasons differ from ours due to the tilt of the
earth
[g] climate changes more rapidly than ours
[h] time is different, since South Africa is below the
equator
9 The highest mountains in the world separate India
from the rest of Asia and are known as the —[a]Urals [b] Pyrenees
[cj Himalayas [d] Alps
10 The economy of Latin American nations is pre¬
dominantly —
[e] industrial [f] agricultural
[g] commercial [h] self-sustaining
11 Many people in India bathe in the Ganges River
even though it is extremely muddy and dirty,
because —
[a] it is the only body of water in the area
[b] its waters contain minerals that cure sickness
[c] it is a holy river for Hindus
[d] the law requires people to bathe
12 Africa is of great importance in world affairs today
chiefly because of its —
[e] resources [f] leadership
[g] population [h] size
13 One vital resource that makes the Near East a center
of world attention is —
[a] salt [b] oil
[c] rubber [d] uranium
14 Compared with the continent of Europe, the conti¬
nent of Asia is about —
[e] five times as large [f] the same size
[g] half as large [h] ten times as large
15 The greatest proportion of the world’s ocean trade
moves by way of the —
[a] North Atlantic Ocean
[b] Pacific Ocean
[c] Indian Ocean
[d] South Atlantic Ocean
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GEOGRAPHY (Contd.)
16 Which of the following make up the Caribbean
nations?
[e] Cuba, Dominican Republic, Honduras
[f] Cuba, Haiti, Honduras
[g] Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic
[h] Cuba, Honduras, El Salvador
17 Which of the following was approximately bounded
on three sides by the Great Lakes, the Mississippi
River and the Ohio River?
[a] Louisiana Purchase [b] Northwest Territory
[c] Quebec Province [d] Gadsden Purchase
18 Progress among people of tropical climates has been
slower than that among people of temperate and sub¬
tropical climates because —
[e] people of tropical climates have inferior intelli¬
gence
[f] people of tropical climates lack adequate sup¬
plies of water
[g] disease cuts down the efficiency of people in
tropical climates
[h] primitive living in tropical climates is so easy
that there is no incentive to advance
19 Australia’s wealth consists chiefly in its —
[a] ranches, farms and mines
[b] farms, factories and fisheries
[c] factories, fisheries and mines
[d] ranches, fisheries and plantations
20 Tundra regions are used chiefly for —
[e] farming [f] fruitgrowing
[g] grazing [h] manufacturing
HISTORY
21 The first man to develop a successful telephone
was —
[a] Bell [b] Morse
[c] Marconi [d] Edison
22 A major cause of the War Between the States was —
[e] the slavery dispute
[f] a long period of famine
[g] an argument between Lincoln and Lee
[h] the Battle of Gettysburg
23 The man who did most to interest Europeans in the
Orient was —[a]Leonardo da Vinci [bj Marco Polo
[c] Galileo [d] Raphael
24 Of the following, the most important in domestic
transportation during the colonial period were —[e]canals [f] rivers
[g] turnpikes [h] railroads
25 The scientists and scholars who have given us most
of our knowledge about ancient peoples are the —
[a] zoologists [b] botanists
[c] archeologists [d] embryologists
26 The medieval trade fairs were important events be¬
cause they led to —
[e] battles between rival cities
[f] fun and recreation for the nobles
[g] the end of battles and wars between nobles
[h] exchange of ideas and products
27 The League of Nations was organized primarily to —
[a] maintain world peace
[b] unite Europe politically
[c] form a world government
[d] promote world trade
28 The man who was mainly responsible for writing the
Declaration of Independence was —
[e] John Adams [f] Benjamin Franklin
[g] George Washington [h] Thomas Jefferson
29 The Philippines were granted their independence
by —
[a] the United States [b] Spain
[c] England [d] the United Nations
30 One of the chief reasons for studying about the world
in which we live is to —
[e] discover that the American way of life is the best
[f] gain an understanding of the need for world
government
[g] learn that democracy is found only in the
United States
[h] gain an understanding of the peoples and prob¬
lems of other countries
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HISTORY (Confd.)
31 Who was President of the United States during most
of World War II?
[a] Herbert Hoover
[b] Harry Truman
[c] Franklin D. Roosevelt
[d] Calvin Coolidge
32 The site of an important Union victory during the
War Between the States was —
[e] Bull Run [f] Appomattox
[g] Cold Harbor [h] Gettysburg
40 The Crusades began during the[e]12th century [f] 11th century
[g] 14th century [h] 16th century
41 Germany was unified in the nineteenth century
under the leadership of —[a]Austria [b] Luxembourg[c]Frankfurt [d] Prussia
CIVICS33An ancient custom in India, according to which
people are divided into social groups that are not
supposed to mingle with one another, is called the —[a]spoils system [b] guild system
[c] caste system [d] serf system34America was visited first by the —
[e] Norsemen •
[g] Spanish






can best be described as a
[b]republicanism
[d]feudalism36The British king at the time of the American Revo¬
lutionary War was —[e]George I [f] George II[g]William II [h] George III37The best source of information about how men lived
before writing was invented is the —
[a] stories handed down from father to son
[b] tools early man used
[c] bones of early man found in the earth
[d] geological findings of early plant and animal life
38 The two great religious faiths of China since early
times have been —[e]Mohammedanism and Buddhism
[ f ] Shintoism and Hinduism
[g] Mohammedanism and Confucianism
[h] Confucianism and Buddhism
39 The Louisiana Purchase included territory which
extended —
[a] to the Pacific Ocean
[b] between the Appalachian Mountains and the
Rocky Mountains
[c] from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico
[d] between the Rocky Mountains and the Sierras
42 The money which a town or city uses to provide
services for its people comes chiefly from —[e]the federal government
[ f ] local taxes
[g] voluntary contributions
[h] profits from the services
43 The first ten amendments to the Constitution of the
United States are called the —
[a] Preamble [b] Magna Carta[c]Bill of Rights [d] Articles of Confederation
44 An important recent trend in industry is to make
the worker more secure by —
[e] paying bonuses to all workers at Christmas
[f] giving all workers longer paid vacations
[g] promising not to fire workers
[h] establishing sickness benefits and retirement
pensions
45 The introduction of a new labor-saving machine may
cause temporary --
[a] rent increases [b] unemployment
[c] higher prices [d] labor shortage
46 In the judicial system of most states in the United
States, the highest court is the —
[e] Surrogate Court [f] Court of Appeals
[g] Superior Court [h] Supreme Court
47 If a citizen thinks a law is bad, he should —
[a] show his disapproval by not obeying it
[b] write letters criticizing its sponsors
[c] try to have it amended or repealed
[d] accept it and do nothing
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CIVICS (Contd.)
48 The majority of American workers are protected
against the financial troubles of old age by the fed¬









[c] postal workers’ salaries
[d] social security
so In general, an increase in the amount of money in
circulation tends to make prices —
[e] go down slowly [f] remain about the same
[g] rise [h] go down rapidly
51 What serious problem do the United States and the
Union of South Africa have in common?
[a] soil erosion in forest areas
[b] decline in prices for gold bullion on the world
market
[c] friction between people of different races
[d] need to import more foreign products
52 Of the following, the most serious problem many
large cities face today is poor —
[e] lower-income housing [f] working conditions
[g] traffic control [h] transportation of food
53 Which of the following acts passed under the New
Deal in the 1930’s was intended to promote conser¬
vation?
[a] National Youth Administration
[b] National Recovery Act
[c] Agricultural Adjustment Act
[d] Social Security Act
54 Taxes on imports intended to protect a nation’s
industries from foreign competition are called —[e]income taxes [f] tariff barriers
[g] excise taxes [h] luxury taxes
55 The first colony to develop a plan for public educa¬
tion was —
[a] New York [b] Virginia
[c] Pennsylvania [d] Massachusetts
56 A declaration of war by the United States must be
made by the —
[e] Congress [f] President
[g] Secretary of Defense [h] Supreme Court
57 A leader in the fight for the right of women to vote
was —
[a] Frances Perkins [b] Mary Lyon
[c] Susan B. Anthony [d] Jane Addams
58 The beginning of self-government in America may
be seen in the —
[e] Declaration of Independence
[f] Articles of Confederation
[g] Mayflower Compact
[h] Federal Constitution
59 An indictment is drawn by a —
[a] prosecuting attorney
[b] petit jury
[c] Superior Court Judge
[d] grand jury
60 If the state legislature fails to pass a law that many
citizens want, they may —
[e] initiate court action
[ f ] use the referendum
[g] write letters and talk to the legislators
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DIRECTIONS I Decide which is the best answer to each of the questions below. Then on
Reading Maps I the separate answer sheet, fill in the space under the number of the an-Iswer you have chosen.TESTS
Use the maps below in answering questions 1-13.
] What is the general direction of the ocean currents?[1]south [2] west[3]east [4] cannot tell from the maps
2 Which city has the largest population?
[5] B [6] G
[7] A [8] cannot tell from the maps
3 The most sugar cane is probably shipped from a port
located at —[1]A [2] B [3] G [4] F
4 Which city is closest to a swampy area?
[5] G [6] D [7] B [8] A





[4] cannot tell from the maps
6 In traveling up the river from city B, which is the
second city you would reach?
[5] H [6] D
[7] G [8] cannot tell from the maps
7 A fishing fleet, a pineapple cannery, and a sugar
refinery might be located at city —
[1]B [2]G [3]E [4] a
8 Sugar cane grows mainly —
[5] near swamps
[6] at elevations between 500 and 1000 feet
[7] in the lowlands
[8] along the northwest coast
9 From the information given, you would judge that
the temperature of the lowlands is probably —
[1] moderate to cold, year round
[2] extremely cold in winter
[3] hot during the day, cold at night
[4] moderate to hot, year round
10 At what elevation are the cities located?
[5] 0-500 feet [6] 500-1000 feet
[7] above 1000 feet [8] cannot tell from the maps
11 Most of the natural resins are found —
[1] in swamplands
[2j in river valleys
[3j along the coastal plains
[4] at the higher elevations to the north
12 The river with the greatest number of cities located
on it flows in what general direction?
[5] northeast [6] southwest
[7] southeast [8] northwest
13 A boat traveling up the river from B to load sugar
cane would go about how many miles to reach the
next city?
[1] 75 [2] 35 [3] 25 [4] 15
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE26
14 The greatest concentration of cattle raising south of
the equator is in —
[51 ■’ [6] I [7] K [8] G
15 The Arctic Circle is shown by the letter —
(1)B [2]E [3]C [4] a
16 Which of the following land forms is NOT a con¬
tinent?[5]K [6] P [7] H [8] G
17 In Asia the greatest number of cattle is raised in —[1]China [2] The Steppes[3]Mongolia [4] India
18 The prime meridian passes through which con¬
tinents?
[5] I and K [6] G and J
[7] H and J [8] J and I
19 The most favorable area for cattle raising in the
United States appears to be —
[1] in the Midwest
[2] along the southern boundary
[3] along the eastern coast
[4] near the Rocky Mountain region
20 The letter which is located on the 30° east meridian
is —
[5] E [6] H [7] J [8] B
21 The cattle-raising areas of the world are —
[ 1 ] well distributed over the heavily populated areas
of the world
[2] concentrated largely in the South Temperate
Zone
[3] concentrated largely in the northern half of the
Western Hemisphere
[4] concentrated largely in the northern half of the
Eastern Hemisphere
22 The equator passes through how many continents?
[5] two [6] three
[7] four [8] none
23 The letter I is located at about —
[1] 95° E. Longitude, 60° N. Latitude
[2] 95° W. Longitude, 90° N. Latitude
[3] 105° E. Longitude, 60° N. Latitude
[4j 105° W. Longitude, 60° N. Latitude
24 The United States lies —
[5] entirely within the North Temperate Zone
[6] partly in the North Temperate Zone
[7] partly in the South Temperate Zone and partly
in the Frigid Zone
[8] entirely in the Torrid Zone
25 In Europe, cattle raising is concentrated mainly
between —
[1] 60° E. and 90° E. Longitude
[2] 12° W. and 15° E. Longitude
[3] 63° W. and 32° W. Longitude








This is a test of how well you can read tables, charts and graphs. Choose the
best answer for each question. Then, on the separate answer sheet, fill in the
space under the letter of the answer you have chosen.
Use the table below in answering questions 26-30.
Results of a Two-Minute Typing Contest
(The Table below shows how many 5-letter words each girl typed







Gertrude 94 2 92
Amelia 117 13 104
Eloise 129 21 108
Ida 125 8 117
Stella 113 12 101
Margaret 129 25 104
Grace 117 2 115
Use the line graph below in ansivering questions 31-35.
Money Spent by a Small Family for
Food and Rent during a Period of Ten Years
Years
Use the circle graph below in answering questions 36-^0.
Age Groups in Population
1900 and Today
Which girl made the same number of errors as Grace?
[a] Amelia [bj Gertrude [c] Eloise [d] Ida
Which girl typed the greatest number of words correctly?
[e] Eloise [f] Grace [g] Margaret [h] Ida
How many girls typed more than 115 total words?
[a] 1 [b] 2 [c] 4 [d] 5
What was the total number of words typed by the girl
who made the greatest number of errors?
[e] 129 [f] 117 [g] 104 [h] 25
If a businessman wanted to hire the girl who was the
most accurate typist, which one would he choose?
[a] Grace [b] Gertrude [c] Eloise [d] Ida
How much money did this family spend on food in the
fourth year?
[e] More than $600 [f] $400
[g] Less than $300 [h] none of these
After this family had rented apartments for a number of
years, they bought a house. Their $600 down payment is
included in the cost of rent shown in the graph. During
which year do you think they bought the house?
[a] 2nd [b] 7th [c] 9th [d] none of these
For how many of the years shown did their rent drop from
the previous year?
[e] 4 ^ [s] 2 [h] none of these
For how many of the years shown did this family pay
more for rent than for food?
[a] 5 [b] 4 [cj 2 [d] none of these
During which year did they spend approximately $50
more for food than for rent?
[ej 4th [f] 6th [g] 8th [h] none of these
What per cent of the population in 1900 was between 45
and 64 years of age?
[a] 3.9 [b] 1.45 [c] 20.7 [d] 14.5
Which age group was second largest in size for both years?
[e] Over 64 yrs [f] Under 15 yrs
[g] 15-44 yrs [h] 45-64 yrs
If the total population today were the same as it was in
1900, which age group would have more than doubled in
size since 1900?
[a] Over 64 yrs [b] 15-44 yrs
[c] 45-64 yrs [d] Under 15 yrs
Which age group made the greatest increase in per cent
between 1900 and today?
[e] 15-44 yrs [f] Over 64 yrs
[g] 45-64 yrs [h] Under 15 yrs
Today the age group 45-^4 years makes up about what
fractional part of the total population?




















SAMPLE An animal with fur is the —
This is a test of what you know about science. For each question then
are four possible answers. Read each question carefully and decide which
one of the answers is best. Then on the separate answer sheet, fill in the
space under the letter of the answer you have chosen. Study the sample
below. [a]bear [b] robin [c] fish [d] turtle
1 Frogs and toads are useful to man because they —
[a] are important sources of food
[b] provide man with valuable products
[c] live in swamps
[d] eat harmful insects
2 A tropical plant that would not grow in an outside
garden can be grown in a greenhouse because here
the gardener can —
[e] protect the plant from insects
[f] control the temperature and humidity of the air
[g] make the plant produce more seeds
[h] prevent pollination of the plant3During a very dry season, forests are frequently
closed to hunters and campers in order to —
[a] prevent cutting of scarce timber
[b] conserve the water supply of the forests
[c] prevent forest fires
[d] preserve wild life4A camper wants to load four heavy boxes in a row¬
boat. How should he place them for greatest safety?
[e] one on top of another, near the back of the boat
[f] one on top of another, near the front of the boat
[g] singly, side by side on the bottom near the mid¬
dle of the boat
[h] singly, side by side, near the right side of the
boat5If you saw a tree trunk that had been sawed across,
you could tell how old the tree was by —
[a] counting the light and dark rings in the trunk
[b] estimating the number of woody rays in the
trunk
[c] measuring the width of the trunk
[d] measuring the thickness of the bark
6 When you work with electricity, it is best to use
insulated wire because it —[e]is cooler
[ f ] is safer to handle
[g] lasts longer
[h] can handle more current
7 Which one of the following diseases has been con¬
trolled in the United States by vaccinating young
children?
[a] measles [b] small pox
[c] chicken pox [d] mumps
8 If you want a wall to reflect as much light as
possible, you should paint it —
[e] white [f] pale green
[g] dark brown [h] black9The fur of most arctic animals is white. The white
fur is an advantage because it —
[a] reflects the sun’s rays and provides greater
warmth
[b] is easy to keep clean and keeps the animal free
of germs
[c] blends with the snow and provides protection
from enemies
[d] can be seen in the dark and attracts other ani¬
mals10A wise farmer, interested in getting the most from
his soil, would plant in a field —
[e] the same crop year after year
[f] one crop the first year, followed by a different
type of crop the second year
[g] one crop for three years, then a different type of
crop for the next three years
[h] one crop for five years, then a different type of
crop for the next five years
r\r\
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' > A jet airplane does not have —[a]a propeller [b] a cockpit[c]an engine [d] a landing gear
t2 Ball bearings and roller bearings are used in ma¬
chines to —
[e] keep static electricity from forming
[f] make it easier to oil the machines
[g] reduce friction
[h] reduce the amount of metal needed to build the
machines
13 A sailor whose ship is caught in a hurricane knows
that the —
[a] slower air moves, the more force it has
[b] faster air moves, the less force it has
[c] faster air moves, the more force it has
[d] speed of air does not affect its force
M Water supply reservoirs are often located at a point
higher than any of the buildings receiving the water
primarily so that —
[e] the water will be kept cold
[f] contamination of the water can be prevented
[g] the force of gravity can be used to deliver the
water
[h] the pressure of the water in the buildings will be
lowered
15 When you drink an ice cream soda through a straw,
you are creating a —[a]vacuum [b] centrifugal force
[c] centripetal force [d] resistance
15 Contour plowing and terracing are used to reduce
erosion caused by —
[e] freezing [f] water
[g] animals [hi wind
17 Which one of the following is an example of a syn¬
thetic material?
[a] cotton [b] linen
[c] silk [d] nylon
18 On a cold winter morning, we may discover the milk-
bottle cap resting on a little column of solid milk.
This happens because freezing causes milk to —
[e] contract [f] evaporate
[g] expand [h] condense
19 The color of the flame of a gas burner that gives the
most heat is —
[a] red [b] yellow
[c] deep orange [d] blue
20 Metal pipes that carry steam or hot water are often
wrapped with asbestos to —
[e] keep them from leaking
[f] protect the pipes from rust
[g] strengthen them so that they will not burst
[h] prevent heat from leaving the pipes
21 When warm moist air comes into contact with a cold
surface, moisture leaves the air and forms on the cold
surface by —
[a] evaporation [b] dissolution
[c] condensation [d] solidification
22 Parts of your body that have joints like the hinges
on a door are the —
[fi] fingers [f] muscles
[g] lungs [h] lips
23 At the seashore on a warm day, the water is usually
cooler than the land because the —
[a] land radiates more heat than the water
[b] air over the land traps the heat
[c] land absorbs heat more quickly than the water
[d] water loses its heat more rapidly than the land
24 The center of our solar system is near —
[e] the earth [f] the sun
[g] the moon [h] Mars
25 When you enter a movie theater on a sunny day you
do not see well at first because the —
[a] pupils of the eyes are still large
[b] lenses in the eyes will focus the light in front of
the retina
[c] pupils of the eyes are still small
[d] lenses in the eyes will focus the light behind the
retina
25 Ethyl is a compound used in —
[e] building houses [f] improving paint
[g] making plastics [h] improving gasoline
TEST lO
27 What gas, given off by animals during respiration,
is needed by green plants to make food?[a]hydrogen [b] carbon dioxide[c]nitrogen [d] oxygen
28 Putting a penny behind a burned out electrical fuse
is an unsafe practice because the penny will —
[e] melt and the fuse cannot be removed
[f] increase the resistance of the fuse and cause more
electrical current to be used
[g] permit current to pass when there is a "short”
[h] increase the voltage needed to operate household
equipment
29 Weathering of rocks results in the formation of —[a]volcanic ash [b] humus
[c] soil [d] lava
30 Harmful insects, such as Japanese beetles, that are
brought into a new area usually spread very rapidly
because they —
[e] have no natural enemies to help control them
[f] take good care of their young
[g] are too small to be seen
[h] are not affected by common insecticides
31 Most injuries in the home are caused by —
[a] fires [b] guns
[c] poisons [d] falls
32 When the water supply for a large city is being pre¬





[h] spraying the water in the air
33 On a cold dry day, a person can get a shock by walk¬
ing across a thick woolen rug and then touching a
metal doorknob. The shock comes from —
[a] some kind of short circuit in the house wiring
[b] magnetic fields in the metal doorknob
[c] electric currents inside the body
[d] static electricity
34 Bees gather juice from flowers. This juice is called —
[e] pollen [f] bee’s milk
[g] nectar [h] beebread
35 A scientist who studies plant life is called a —
[a] botanist [b] bacteriologist
[c] zoologist [d] physiologist
36 A doctor who is trying to find out why you are sick
may use all of the following except —
[e] an X-ray machine [f] a spectroscope
[g] a stethoscope [h] a clinical thermometer
37 Coral reefs and coral islands are made of —
[a] rocks and soil deposited by the sea
[b] hardened lava from volcanoes
[c] red sandstone
[d] skeletons of small sea animals
38 Radioactive materials have been used by oil com¬
panies to —
[ej blow up large rocks for the construction of oil
wells
[f] trace the flow of oil through pipelines so that
leaks can be found
[g] provide a cheap source of electrical power
[h] replace coal as a source of heat in refining oil
39 Iron is needed by the body to form —
[a] nerve tissue [b] red blood cells
[c] thyroxin [d] strong bones and teeth
40 Which of the following creatures live in a "col¬
ony”?
[e] beavers [f] mosquitoes
[g] frogs [h] rabbits
41 When the moon passes between the earth and the
sun, we may see an eclipse of —
[a] the earth [b] the moon
[c] the sun [d] Mars
o 1
42 When a weather man wishes to measure the speed
of the wind he uses —[e]a thermometer [f] a barometer
[g] an altimeter [h] an anemometer
43 Which one of the following statements about bac¬
teria is always true?
[a] Bacteria are harmful.
[b] Bacteria are single cell organisms.
[c] Bacteria cause decay.
[d] Bacteria cause disease.
44 A bird can sit on a power line without getting
a shock because —
[e] its feet are insulators
[f] the wind keeps the wire dry
[g] it touches only one conductor and is not grounded
[h] it touches both conductors and thus neutralizes
the effect
45 Goiter will usually be prevented if a person’s diet
contains enough —[a]oxygen [b] iodine
[c] vitamins [d] protein
46 The tilt of the earth’s axis is the primary reason we
have —
[e] four seasons [f] day and night
[g] eclipses [h] leap years
47 Plants which live for two growing seasons, producing
seeds at the end of the second season, are called —
[a] annuals [b] perennials
[c] evergreens [d] biennials
48 Under warm and moist conditions a seed will swell
and split its coat. This process is called —
[e] pollination [f] fertilization
[g] termination [h] germination
49 A quart of milk is made up mostly of —
[a] water [b] protein
[c] carbohydrates [dj fat
50 A weather report states that the barometer is fall¬
ing and the temperature is rising. What kind of
weather would you predict?
[e] clear and cold
[f] cloudy, rainy and cold
[g] cloudy, rainy and warm
[h] clear and warm
51 If you blew your football up fully and left it outside
for several days during cold weather, the football
would become —
[a] softer because cold air weighs less than warm air
[b] harder because the air inside the ball expands
[c] softer because the air inside the ball contracts as
it cools
[d] harder because the cold makes the cover of the
ball contract
52 The seesaw is a simple machine which is called a
lever. Another example of a lever is the —
[e] wood screw [f] pencil sharpener
[g] automobile wheel [h] baseball bat
53 If you put the bowl of a silver spoon in a cup of hot
water, the handle of the spoon will get hot. This is
an example of transfer of heat by —
[a] conduction [b] radiation
[c] convection [d] circulation
54 If you have a small magnet whose poles are not
marked, how can you use a compass to find the
north and south poles of the magnet?
[e] The north pole of the magnet will attract the
north pole of the compass needle.
[f] The south pole of the magnet will attract the
south pole of the compass needle.
[g] The north pole of the magnet will repel the north
pole of the compass needle.
[h] The north pole of the magnet will first attract
then repel the south pole of the compass needle.
55 The foods from which we get the most energy con¬
tain —
[a] calcium [b] minerals and vitamins
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